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Speaker
sheds light
on racial
profiling

Avoid extra
costs when
moving out
of apartment
Managers, lawyers
offer students advice
to get back full deposit

Ohio law is on the
minorities' sides in
racial profiling cases

By Kyle Reynolds and Kara Ohngren

By Nikki Jardine
REPORTER

REPOR'E" ..

Knowing your rights when
being approached by law
enforcement can help prevent
the wrongful accusations that
lead to harassment.
). Mark Finnegan, attorney
at llerherle & Finnegan. PLLC,
spoke about racial profiling
and knowing your rights during the Race and lustice lecture
yesterday in the Union.
Finnegan. an Ohio native,
specializesin federal civil rights
class action cases, including
cases about racial discrimination, immigration, child labor,
slavery, minimum wages, pesticide poisoningand farm labor
housing to name a few.
The case linnegan spoke
about the specific racial
profiling case, farm Labor
Organizing Committee v. Ohio
State l-lighway Patrol.
"I intend to show everybody here that the Ohio State
Highway Patrol engaged in
racial profiling," I'innegan said
during his opening. "They lied
about it and they were caught
lying about it, we proved they
were lying, and we won the case
and stopped the practice."
The case he spoke about was
when lose Aguilar and lima
Esparza were pulled over for
a burnt out break light, after
which trooper Kevin Kiefer
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is the

absolute biggest thing when
it comes to moving out," said
Holly Reinhart, the manager
of the College Park Enclave. If
the resident is concerned about
something in their apartment
they need to ask us how to fix
it, often this will result in no
additional lees
While trying to wrap up the
school year and move on. students occasionally forget their
obligations as a tenant, and
those obligations later come
back to haunt them, according
to rentnet.com.
Students need to make sure
they leave their houses in the
same slate il was In upon move
in, according to Rodney Fleming,
attorney for student legal services on campus,
1 laving evidence of the condition that the place was left in
is crucial.
"Get receipts for cleaning supplies and videotape the place so
you have evidence of how you
ieft it," Fleming said. "At least
take pictures of everything —
inside the refrigerator. Btove, the
toilets, everything so when you
get your itemized list of deductions, you got evidence."
As a general rule, apartment
complexes expect their exiting
residents to return the apartment back to the condition it
was in when it was received.
The Enclave provides its moveout tenants with a detailed
checklist to help ensure a
successful transition.
"We offer, not mandatory, but
recommended inspections that
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> City plans
new bike routes to
Improve transportation'
By Johnny Payne
R! PI H ' I R

With spring in full swing and gas prices going up, the department of parks and recreation is exploring new ways to make Bowling
Green more bicycle-friendly.
New bike routes, including an off-road path to the city's community center,
are being considered for development within the next year.
As part of the department's master plan, these routes would offer alternative paths to
locations throughout the city, and would hopefully ensure the safety of more bikers.
"We are looking at ways to improve transportation all across the city," said Michelle Grigore.
director of the parks and recreation department. "It's more appropriate, especially for kids, to ride
on a path or a sidewalk than on the street
Grigore said the law which prohibits bikers on downtown sidewalks has little to do with the new routes
being planned.
And while concrete plans have yet to be drawn up, one particular path has been given the spotlight
"Our first priority is to create an off street route to the community center,'' (irigore said, adding that the
amount of community members who use the center would likely increase.
Kaitlin Long, a 10-year-old who occasionally visits the community center, responded well to the
proposed path.
"It WOUld probably he a lot safer,'' she said.
long and the rest of Bowling (ireen w ill play an important role in the shape [he t in S plans take, according
to Grigore.
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Women rethink patch
After contraceptive
method found risky,
some girls ditch patch
By Heather Riedel
RfPORTER

WELCOME BABY:
Los Angeles (AP) —
TbmKitten has arrived.
Tom Cruise and Katie
Holmes had a baby girl
yesterday named Suri.
For the full story see us
on the web; BGNEWS.COM

-48*'

"Communication

wrongly confiscated their green
cards and made them get out of
the car for searching by OSI IP
officers and a drug dog.
The searching of Aguilar
and Esparza's vehicle included tearing off car panels,
tearing seats apart and even
dumping luggage contents all
of the wet ground along the
Ohio Turnpike, according
to Finnegan.
By taking their green cards,
Kiefer put Aguilar and Esparza
at risk for getting a misdemeanor, if found without their cards,
Finnegan said.
The OSHP's interactions
withAguilarand Esparza's, who
spoke little English, opened up
nearly 40 more cases, all very
similar according to Finnegan.
The cases were brought to light
after posters were hung In the
labor camps around Ohio,
seeking migrant workers who
had been stopped by the OSI IP
and felt they were mistreated.

Moving out of an off-campus residence can be both exciting and
stressful. Whether this means
finding a new place where you
just scored your first job or simply moving back into the small,
"\ Sync-adorned bedroom of
your parents' house, it is important to follow certain guidelines
to avoid additional charges from
apartment complexes,

It is like a paper-thin sticker that
can be worn on the shoulder
blade, upper arm, lower stomach or butt. Remembering to
replace it once a week is easier
than once a day. I lowever, studies have been done recently to
compare life-threatening risks
to similar products.
"It" is the Ortho F.vra birth
control patch.The Ortho-McNeil
Pharmaceutical, Inc. introduced
the contraceptive known as "the
first and only weekly birth control patch" in May 2002. according to the Web site www.orthoevra.com. The convenience of

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
from weather.com

wearing one patch a week and
then going without it during the
week of the user's menstnial
cycle has attracted millions
of women.
Although it is convenient,
easy to remember and fairly
discreet, the question researchers are arguing is, "is it safe?"
Sue Perkins, a nurse practitioner at the Bowling Green State
University Health Center, said
tlie patch is basically like the
birth control pill and has the
same risks.
"Iliere is a risk in die synthetic form |of estrogenl in the levels
that are in the contraceptives."
Perkins said.
Women who use the patch
are exposed to 60 percent more
estrogen than other 35 mg birth
control pills, according to www.
prescriberslener.com. This Web

site sends updated information to its members about any
type of prescription drug and
reports dial die concern about
the patch is that it gives a higher
dose of estrogen.
Any synthetic type of estrogen
can be harmful to a women's
body. Itaiuns said. She couldn't
medically say why but it's a
known fact that estrogen can
cause blood clots. Blood clots
can lead to a stroke or heart
attack. Thus, the more estrogen a woman receives from
any form of birth control
results in the higher the risk of
these consequences.
AnarticlcintheContraceptive
Technology Update, a monthly
maga/ine that reports on the
latest prescription drugs and

Partly
Cloudy

High: 73'
law. 50"

By Barry Schweid
1H[
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WASHINGTON — After decades
of holding back, Germany Uxik
a major step yesterday toward
opening Nazi records on 17 million lews, slave laborers and other
Holocaust victims to historians
and relatives long anxious for
conclusive infonnation about
their fate.
Germany pledged to work with
the United States to ensure the
opening of the archives, which an'
housed in the Gennan town Had
Arolsen. FJeven nations oversee the
30 million to 50 million documents
and are to meet in luxembourg
next month to consider amending
a 1955 treaty that has. effectively,
limited access aid copying

"We still have negotiations to
do," the American special envoy
for Holocaust issues. Edward B.
O'Donnell, said in an interview.
"Our goal is to reach an agreement as soon as possible."
Approval in Luxembourg would
require agreement by all 11 countries. The parliaments of several of
the countries would have to give
their approval, as well.
At a news conference yesterday
at the U.S. Holocaust Museum,
Gennan lustice Minister Brigitte
Zypries said her country would
work with the United States on
opening the archives. Until now.
Germany has resisted, citing
privacy concerns.
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Nazi secrets now open
to Holocaust victims
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Patch does hold some risk Germany opens Nazi records
PATCH.FROM PAGE 1

womart health, said that OrthoMiNcil Pharmaceutical, Inc.
oiiKluctcd two experiments with
die Onho l-vra patch. The studies "indicate no increased risk of
hean attack or stroke for women
wlic) choose the patch, hut data
conflict on the occurrence of
venous
thromboemboUsm
I VIT.I." according to the article.
Vinous (hnimboeinbolisin, or
a hltxxl clot, was found to he as
much of a risk from die patch as
it Ls from the pill, according to the
ix-Milts from the first study. In the
second study-, which the results
have not yet been fully released
publicly but should be released
sometime this month, "indicate
.in approximate twofold |tlouhle|
increase in die risk of VTE in
patch users compared with those
using a comparable oral contraceptive." the article reported.
Theschvosrudiesandconccms
.ilHiut tlie patch arose when the
public was informed about the
death of an 18-year-old woman
in April 200-1 who was using the
patch. Then, in November 2005,
the article reports that the lixxl
and Drug Administration |FDA]
corrected Ortho l-vra's label that
"aided a Ix ilded warning that the
patch exposes women to higher
total amounts of estrogen than a
typical hinh control pill containing 35 meg estrogen."
Even though diere arc concerns about the risks of the patch.
Perkins said there needs to be
more research and studies done
about it. Two Universitv students

—

haw different opinions about die say something could happen arc
so small. It has the same effecpatch and its risks.
Amanda Todd, junior, said that tiveness that the pill has so I'm
she mi only on the patch for just not diat worried about it,"
about a month but didn't like it Twohig added.
Although women who use any
at all.
"1 was always so nervous type of a birth control contracepabout it. It was the first time I tive should be aware of die risks
was on birth control and I just involved, not many doctors are
didn't think it was working for anxious to take their patients off
mi'," Todd said. "I was constantly the patch. Perkins said diat she
checking it to see if it was still maintains prescribing the patch
if students want to be on it.
thereon my body."
Todd added that
"I've seen no
problems with the
she liad heard about "I'm not too
patch at BG," Perkins
the risks of the patch
worried
said. "I've got a lot of
but diat it wasn't her
reasoning for switchabout the people that like die
and I lot of
ing to the pill.
patch ...It patch
people who don't like
"I just worried so
much about die patch has the same it because it tends to
come off and they're
and it got to the point
where 1 was getting so effectiveness afraid they're not
stressed out about if [as] the pill." absorbing all the
hormones."
it was working or in it.
MARY TWOHIG.
Perkins said she
Now, I'm on die pill
JUNIOR
would not personaland I'm really happy
ly tell anyone to stop
widt it, "Todd said.
Unlike Todd, Mary Twohig, the use of the patch just because
junior, was on the pill first before of what diey hear in the media,
but a few students have asked
she switched to the patch.
"I'd have to set an alarm every- her to switch their birth controls
day and dien 1 d still forget to take because dieir doctors told them
it," Twohig said. There was just to stop using Onlto F.vra. There
no way of me remembering to haw also been students that just
take it. I like the patch a lot better wanted jo switch to something
because it is just so much more else because of their own personal worries about the patch.
convenient for me"
Twohig said she has heard a Still, Perkins repeated herself and
lot of talk about the higher risks said, "1 just diink they need to do
tliat go along with the patch more studies."
Twohig added: "Birth controls
but thinks all birth controls arc
are all about the same. I like the
die same.
"I'm not loo worried about patch because it is die most conthe patch because the stats that venient thing for my busy life."

—
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ECLIPSE
salon / day spa
■

GRAND OPENING

Define & Create a NEW YOU1
Grand Opening Special Otters!
$10 off spa peticure & spa
manicure package
20% oft, any hair service
20% off all retail products

Tootsie Russell I Stylist/Color Specialist
Michael Stickles I Sylisl/Color Specialist
Dawn Gambill I Color Specialist
Jennifer Whitacre I Foot SNail Technician
Christie Anderson I License Massage Therapist
Services
Body
• license message therapist
• full body waxing
• european spa
pedicure seating
Products We Carry

Hair
• hair color [specialty]
•cuts
• styling
• perms

,
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NAZI, FROM PAGE 1

In Jerusalem, Holocaust specialist Shlomo Aharonson, a historian at Hebrew University, said,
"They have shown good will but
that doesn't mean the problem
has been solved."
. Aharonson said die archives are
supposed to contain all the names
of those who died in Wortd War II,
both Jews and non-Jews.
The announcement by Zypries
culminated a 20-year effort
by die Holocaust Museum, the
United States, France, Poland and
some oilier countries to pry the
archives open.
Negotiations intensified in the

past four or five years and took on
even greater momentum in the
past two years, said Arthur Berger,
spokesman for die museum.
In a meeting yesterday
with museum director Sarah
Bloomheld, Zypries said Ormany
had changed its position and
would immediately seek revision of the accord governing the
archives. The process should take
no more than six months, the
minister said.
Opening the archives would
enable many survivors and families of victims of the Nazis to find
out with more certainty than
ever before what happened to
their relatives.

"Wfe are losing the survivors,
and anti-Semitism is on the
rise so this move could not be
more timery," Bloomheld said in
an interview.
She said the move was "something of moral and historical
importance in a critical time."
"Overall, it makes it possible to
learn a lot more about the fate
of individuals and to learn a lot
more about the Holocaust itself
— concentration camps, deportations, slave-enforced labor and
displaced persons." Paul Shapiro,
director of the museum's center
for advanced holocaust studies,
said in a separate interview.

A quick dust before moving may
not be enough to avoid charges
going to have to scrub down
our place before we move out,"
are designed to help aid our resi- said Tina Sestan, a resident at
dents in cleaning and damage the Enclave who will be moving
charges to avoid prior to return- out in May. "I was just thinking
ing their keys," Heinhart said.
about how I was going to get all
Full cleaning is of the utmost of my stuff back home."
importance when moving out
Jess Juda, senior, resident at
of a rented home; often people Newlove apartments on the
fail to leave themselves suf- corner of Second and High
ficient time to clean after the St., isn't too concerned about
apartment has been emptied of cleaning her apartment before
she moves out on May 7.
other belongings.
Commonly, when it comes
"I have kept-up my apartto cleaning, a quick dusting of ment throughout the year so
the living area is not enough it's always fairly clean," she
and can result in fines. In fact, said. "But I can definitely see
The Enclave list 27 items on its that being an issue for people
cleaning section of the move- who don't care and have a lot
out checklist, including scrub- of parties."
bing of the toilets, mopping
When actually moving out it
the tile and leaving the mirrors may be beneficial to ask famstreak-free.
ily and friends to help and to
Summit Terrace Apartments ensure nothing further is brotries to make moving out eas- ken. Use boxes, rather than
ier for students by sending stuffing everything into plasticout a packet with moving out bags, and label them for easy
reminders, according to Sharon unpacking.
Gillespie, leasing agent.
If students are having
"We send out a move out conflicts with their landpacket for students reminding lord, Student Legal Services
them to turn off their utilities, can help.
turn in their keys, and inform"We handle landlord and tening them that we offer walk ant disputes, if you have any
problems see us," Fleming said.
throiighs," Gillespie said.
The last thing on many peoStudent Legal Services has
ple's minds upon moving out is come to the aid of many stupreparing their apartment for dents in the past. They helped
the following renter.
about 500 people with landlord
"I didn't even think of the fact and tenant problems last year
that mv roommates and I are alone. There is a $7 student legal

TIPS FOR MOVING

MOVING. FROM PAGE 1

Here are some things to do
before to avoid getting charged:
■ Remove all of your belongings
■ Fully clean your apartment
■ Vacuum Carpet
■ Wipe down toilet and scrub
■ Scrup stove and oven — be
sure it is free of food and
drippings
■ Streak-free mirrors
■ Wipe down and remove all
food from the retridgerator/freezer
■ Repair damaged items
■ Don't let the complex "discover" broken items
■ Paying for repairs up front
will likely be cheaper
■ Return all furniture to the
place where it was when you
moved in
■ Fill out a forwarding address
envelope at the post office
■ Return your keys
■ Check your account balance
with apartment complex

service fee which is included in
tuition costs, so unless students
opted not to pay the fee then
they are covered, according
to Fleming.
"It's a small amount upfront
and students reap great benefits.
Most local attorneys will charge
S125 to S175 an hour," he said.

[The BQ News has 4 fall openings for qualified
students to work in part-time selling

Got Sweet Skills?

Congratulations
2006 UNIV 100 Peer Facilitators

Benefits of the Job
• Real World Experience

Michelle Federici
Ryan Buell
Jamie Finelli
Janna Carpenter
Jacqueline Hernandez
Branden Carreon
Aisha Kaemming
Jennifer Casteel
Starmisha Conyers Page Erica Kisseberth
Amy Klein
Erica Courtright
Andrea Coyle
Sandra Knippen
Shacorrah Crosby
Kylie Korsnack
Bernard Little
Eric Crumrine
Dianna Lust
Melissa Cup
Colleen Mahoney
Steve Dutton
Lyndsey Moreo
Dominic Elmore
Tony Natarian
Dana Pable

• Resume Builder
• Pay based on commission
• Flexible hours

,

• Fun atmosphere
Perferred Candidates
• So. or Jr. Marketing
or IPC major
• Own transportation
• Detail oriented
• Interested in advertising
or sales career
Apply in person
Pkk up application
at 204 West Hall
Bring resume if available

We're filling up fast...Get your apartment
for next year before it's too late!!!

Jontae Pratt
Jazmyn Primes
Brittany Roderick
Lynda Rupert
Emily Santoni
Dan Sty pa
Whitney Tarver
Aysen Ulupinar
Mike Vecchio
Leah Vittardi
Eric Wagner
Laura Yingling

BOWEN-THOMPSON

WEflDtfS STUDENT UNION
Do what tastes right.

2 Bedroom Deluxe Apartments
7I0 and 730 Scott Hamilton

from only

$600;

' month!

Spacious, newly remodeled units!

2 Bedroom Apartments
122
247
702
704

641 and 702 Third Street
839 Fourth Street
'/i Frazee Ave.
S. Summit
6th St.
6th St.

from only

$500 SL»;

Try a new Frescata
Sandwich today!
4 Deli Fresh Choices:

tt frescata Club
Roasted Turkey & Swiss
ack Forest Ham & Swiss
asted Turkey & Basil Pesto

Heal, Water, & Sewer Included!

2 Efficiencies Available for $300 per month

Mid Am Manageifrenl
641 Third St. #4

352-4580

ffl®

Wendy's at the BGSU Union Open 7 days a week

Sunday-Saturday 10am-2am
419-728-0300 www.pertoria.com

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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GRAND PRIX CLOSES 2 UNIV. PARKING LOTS
Lots N and 14 will be closed beginning this Friday, at 6
p.m. and ending 6 p.m. Sunday for the Grand Prix event
sponsored by the BGSU Motorsports Team. Setup for
this event begins at 6:00 p.m. on Friday, and vehicles
will need to be removed from the lot prior to set-up or
vehicles will be towed if they aren't moved.

CAMPUS

Sending workers back to school
Nontraditional students seek degrees to help build employment skills
By Debbie Keliey
1H[

GA/ETTE (KBII

Thirty-four-year-old Adria Inpour
is living a dream.
And she has a prominent role
in it.
So does her employer. HewlettItakard Co., where she manages
26 software-support engineers.
Rounding out the cast is
Kegis University's School for
Professional Studies, where
she's earning a master's of business administration focusing on
international business.
"I realized I needed a degree to
help expand my career,'' Lopour
said. "Ihis MBA will give me portal*; skills."
lupour has been able to keep
iH'rfull-timejobattcndcollegeand
maintain a busy life that includes
two daughters and various activities, because her employer and her
school have made it less of a hassle
for her to achieve her dream.
"The hours are convenient and
the classroom is full of experienced adults in a career or making
a career change," Lopour said. "It's
definitely been worth it."

BG NEWS
BRIEFING
IKE BG MEWS

Post-secondary schools have
learned that catering to working
adults attracts a growing market
segment — nontraditional students, defined as ages 25 to 64,
who want a degree for reasons
that include earning more money,
advancing professionally, experiencing personal growth or finishing a path they started years ago.
Students 25 years of age and
older constitute nearly half of the
new and returning student population, accordingto the Association
for Nontraditional Students in
I Uglier Ixlucation. And the number of students age 35 and older
in degree-granting institutions has
soared from about 823,000 in 1970
to an estimated 2.9 million in 2001,
according to the National Center
for Education Statistics.
The desire to make a lifestyle
change is often a motivating factor
for going back to school.
"This experience has made me
realize that 1 want to continue
my education with an advanced
degree," said Chris Brewer, a 37year-old Webmaster and systems
analyst who will earn his bach-

get a

life

Focusing on the
Earth's environment
Asa part of celebrating Earth
Week, Brent Blackwelder.
president of Friends of Earth,
will give two lectures at die
University today focusing on
environmental issues involving the nation's river and use
of energy.
Beginning at 12:30 p.m. in
202 Union, he will give a presentation about the history
of the destniction of rivers in
the United States during the
past 200 years as well as talk
about how river conditions
have improved during the
20th century.
Another part of his presentation will involve discussing
ideas of how Americans living in the 21st century can
maintain healthy rivers and
ecosystems.
Then at 3 p.m. in the Union
theater Blackwelder will discuss the potential effects global warming can have as well
as discussing his thoughts on
how changing die way we use
energy could help deter the
effects of global warming

calendar of events
8 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Imptovathon
Come see members of Theta Alpha
Phi Theatre Honorary perform
various improvisational skits and
shows for 10 hours You can also
purchase rattle tickets at this time
that will go towards Equity Actors
Fight AIDS. Prizes for this raffle
include a portable DVD player, CDs,
DVDs, video games, and more!
for more information contact:
mariaam@bgnet.bgsu.edu
Union Oval
9-11 a.m.
Football Ticket Sales
Athletics will be selling tickets
for the Sept. 2 BGSU-Wisconsin
Football Game
Union Lobby

elor's degree in business in May
from the University of Colorado at
Colorado Springs.
Some employers are willing to
help pay the bill. In 2001. 75 percent of employed adults ages 25 to
64 who participated in adult education received employer financial
support, according to the National
Center for Education Statistics.
Support included payment or
reimbursement for part of or all
expenses, such as tuition, fees,
books and time off for classes.
Chief
Master
Sgt.
Cari
Kent, commandant of the
Noncommissioned
Officers
Academy at Peterson Air Force
Base, receives assistance through
the militaryto attend the University
of Phoenix. Earning a bachelor's in
business management isn't about
moving up the ranks for Kent; after
23 years of military service she's
attained the highest rank she can.
"The degtee adds credibility to
what I da and those credentials
are important," she said "What
I'm learning at school minors what
I'm teaching at work. It allows me
to do my job better."

Kevin Kreck AP (two

IN THE CLASSROOM: John Arredondo gives a presentation during the UCCS business class at T. Rowe Price.
Students 25 years of age and older constitute nearly half of the new returning student population.

Info Table
Sponsored by the Alumni Assoc.
Union Lobby

10 a.m.-3 p.m.
Beyond BG Into Table
Sponsored by Student Alumni
Connection
Union Lobby

9 a.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Autism Awareness Table
Sponsored by Delta Chi Phi
Union Lobby
9 a.m. - 7 p.m.
Book Scholarship Raffle
Sponsored by Men's Chorus
Union Lobby

10 a.m.-4 p.m.
Pizza Hut Fund-raiser
Sponsored by College Republicans
Union Lobby

10 a.m.
BGeXperience Introduction,
Campus Wide
BGeXperience Introduction is
mandatory for all new freshman.
Sessions begin Friday. August 18.
2006 at 10 a.m. and conclude
Sunday, August 20 at 5:30 p.m.
Please refer to the BGeXperience
Web site at http://www.bgsu.edu/
bgexpenence or check your MyBGSU
account lor specific times and
location meetings.
For more information contact
BGeXperience, 419-372-7247
10 a.m.-2 p.m.
Amnesty Awareness
Sponsored by Amnesty International
Union Lobby

10 a.m.-6 p.m.
Race Against AIDS Info Table
Sponsored by Kenya 5K Benefit Run
Union Lobby
11 a.m.- 1:30 p.m.
2006 BGSU Rock, Paper. Scissors
Championship
Sponsored by Creed on Campus
Union Lobby
11 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Raffle of Omar Jacobs'
Autographed Football
Sponsored by Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Union Lobby
11 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Believe in BG Senior Gift Campaign

11 a.m.-4 p.m.
Greek Week Spirit Points
Sponsored by Greek Affairs
Union Lobby
Noon -1 p.m.
Brown Bag Luncheon Series
Everything You Want to Know About
Gynecology But Are Afraid to Ask
Women's Center, 107Hanna Hall
Noon- 1:15 p.m
A&S Forum: Brent Blackwelder,
Friends of the Earth
A $7 65 (plus tax) pasta primavera
lunch will begin at noon. Those
wishing to come at 12:30 p.m.
for the free lecture are welcome
including students, groups and
classes. Lunch is payable by cash.
check or BIG charge account. Your
BGSU ID card must be presented
at time of payment if using your
BIG charge. Please make your
reservation by Friday, April 14th
Contact the College office at 3722340 or mjhitt@bgsu.edu with

your reservation.
202B Union
1:30-5 p.m.
Ticket and T-Shirt Sales
Sponsored by African People's
Assoc.
Union Lobby
8 p.m.
University Women's Chorus and A
Cappella Choir
The Women's Chorus performs
under the direction of Dr. Lena
Ekman Frisk, Visiting Assistant
Professor at BGSU. The A Cappella
Choir is directed by Dr. Sandra Frey
Stegman, Assistant Professor of
Choral Education at BGSU Tickets
are priced at $5 for students and
senior citizens, and $8 for other
adults. For more information, contact the Moore Musical Arts Center
BoxOffice: 372-8171 or 1-800589-2224.
Kobacker Hall. Moore Musical Ms
Center

/CfEfcCA
Management Inc.

9-11 a.m. and 3 - 6 p.m.
Race Matters" Petition
Sponsored by Ethnic Studies
Union Lobby

Now Renting for
2006/2007
Coll 353.5800
Visit Online
rvww.meccabg.com

Campbell Hill

Apartments
2 bedroom townhouses

Congratulations

Management Inc.
The Jungle
I2ii v Prospect

2006 Orientation Leaders

Two 2 hdrms loll
675/mo + Utilities
Clou to Campus & Downtown

Orientation Team
Leaders:

[
Management Inc.
Enterprise House
114 N. Enterprise
Two I rxlrms left
Starting at StfO/mo + Utilities
CkMC to Campus aiul DoWRtOWfl

Eric Crumrine

Steve Dutton
Greg Lautzenheiser
Shane Lewis
Erin Small

Orientation Leaders:
Elyse Anaszewicz
Daniel Ashwood
Tom Balicky

Michael Puppos
Ashley Ransey

Elizabeth Boom

Kari Rood

Stephanie Boyle
Shacorrah Crosby
Leah Domer

Dory Rousos
Nicole Standback

Megan Johnson
Marelya Mares
Mark Pontious

Bring in this coupon and SAVE!

Emily Porter

On rent for 12 month leases starting

I

Summer 2006

Cameron Tanner
Aysen Ulupinar

listed below at Campbell Hill Aprs.

I

#113.118,123

|

Expires 4/28/08
4/28/06

I

Shannon Zavracky
i

■...._.

Management Inc.
White Castle
610 N Main St.
i bdrm - 2 baths
Can have up to s tenants
Remodeled 'ast summer

I $IOOODISCOUNT;
i

/(JEfcCA

GREENBR1AR, INC.
445 E. Wooster
Bowling Green, OH
(4191352-0717
www.greenbriarren1als.com
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QUOTEI XQINJTK

OPINION

"Remember, nothing gringo on May 1
... That means no Dunkiri Donuts, no
McDonald's, Burger King, Starbucks, Sears,
Krispy Kreme or Wal-Mart."
From an e-mail in Mexico in protest of proposed U.S. immigration policy.
[aMMMkXUD]

SIAH KDIIOISIAL

Moving towards a more bike friendly city
Gas prices aren't as high as
they once wen1 but students on a
tight budget still find themselves
cringing as they fill up their tanks
at the gas station.
Warmer temperatures arc
on the hori/on and students
should look to other modes of
transportation to get to around
Bowling Green.
BowlingGreen isfarfrorn being
entirely bicycle friendly but the
Bowling Green Department of
Parks and Recreation is moving
in the right direction with a pro-

i

VIV11 |i

i

JI J,

Y0U DECIDE
Do you think Comedy Central is
paranoid about causing religious
controversy? Send an e-mail to
tfienews@bgnews.com and tell
us what you think, or post feedback on our Web site.
|>osal to create tin off-road path
to the city's community center.
Ihe city hits set an example
in terms of being environment.ilK friend!) hv using alternative

energy sources such windmills.
Creating a bike path to the community center would further
improve the city.
This path is. however, only
one check mark on a laundry
list of things the city and campus administrators could do
to make Bowling Green more
bike friendly.
This fall, the Bowling Green
Police Department decided to
crack down on an existing ordinance banning bicyclists from
the sidewalks in the downtown

IS TO THE EDITOR

area — which includes tome
of the busiest streets in die city.
Bicyclists who violate this ordinance face steep lines.
Walking, roller blading or riding a bike to campus are all more
cost effective and environmentally friendly ways to gel around.
They also offer another chance
for students to get outside and
enjoy the weather when they
aren't stuck in class.
When bicyclists aren't dodging
cars as they ride through the city,
they are dodging their fellow stu-

USG candidate,
students exude
Falcon pride
During die course of my
campaign for the position
of Undergraduate Student
Government president, I had an
epiphany: 1 am incredibly proud
to be a falcon.
I met many great students and
leaders at BGSU while speaking
to over 5(1 Organizations and
thousands Of students. ()nce
it was all said and done, I was
humbled to be supported by
well over600 students. I learned
a great deal about the inner
workings of the University as
well as the concerns of the
common student.
I was taken aback by how
many students are Involved at
H( ,sil and quite frankly I am
proud of diese organizations.
It was great seeing the religious
and fellowship side of students
at organizations such as Cm,
h2o and Catholic Newman Club.
The Greeks showed great spirit.
1 enjoyed meeting students
of diverse backgrounds and
clubs such as World Student
Association and I .nun > Student
Union. It was awesome seeing
students working toward their

difference at BowlingGreen, go
ahead and leave your footprint

JIM WASH
UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT
jwasil(<',bgsu.edu

Would you care if
you found out BGSU
apparel was made
in sweatshops?

Sweatshop
issue is long
overdue at BG
I wish to compliment Ms. C.
Lambdin and otbei activists on
spearheading ibis effort that
pressures the University to now
join the WRC, which will serve
as a more useful organization to
effect change, loining the HLA
was a useful but incomplete
step. Now more has to be done.
It is only right and moral diat
BGSU, in its efforts to maintain
its status a premier learning
institution, does not knowingly support sweatshops. Ms.
Lambdin et al are addressing a
long-overdue issue on die BGSU
campus, since profits should not
be the major factor anymore.
I heartily support the students'
progressive work.

ERR0LLAM
FACULTY EMERITUS
rlamiwbghost.net

JANELi BLANKS
FRESHMAN, ACTING &

DIRECTING
"Yes, 1 would care."

EMILY ADGATE
FRESHMAN, BIOLOGY

"Yes, because we're
losing so many jobs
already it's sad even
the clothes on campus
are outsourced."

SUV's are a menace to society
CHRISTINE
FORSTER
U Wire Columnist
Daily Mississippian
University of Mississippi
I dislike driving: it makes me
alternately very angry and
very frightened. Both emotions, coincidentally. often stem
from the same source — SU Vs.
When did vehicles get so big,
1 wonder? When did it become
acceptable, even fashionable,
to drive a three-ton behemoth?
The answers to these questions
remain unknown, but one tiling
I do know for certain — I have
a Suburban-sized problem with
SUVs. I'm not referring to the
tinier SUVs that are Ola reasonable size, but the massive
Expeditions, the Yukons and
the Hummers.
There is no reason to drive
such an overwhelming vehicle.
They are wasteful. 'They ate dangerous. And most importantly, in
our aesthetics-obsessed society,
they are ugly. Maybe I m in the

minority, but to me, newer SUVs
look like those guys at the gym
who are far too muscular for
their frame.
But I can't allow myself to
write on this subject without
mentioning oversized trucks as
well, because they're equally culpable. I understand that thanks
to our society, die concept of
masculinity has been badly
skewed, making it difficult for
the majority of men to express
their testosterone-fueled urges,
l-or some, tile best way to assert
their masculinity is to drive a big
truck: "king of the road" and all
that bit.
Unfortunately, this method
usually proves ineffective, which
leaves a lot of frustrated men in
big trucks.
Yes, I know that in some
cases large trucks are needed
for hauling things, transporting
things and doing other things
with things.
I realized it's the embrace of
excess that I have a problem
with. It's that the majority of
us, instead of asking, "Why do

BOB M0SER, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
210West Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
Phone:(419)372-6966
E-mail: thenews<abgnews.com
Web site: http://www.bgnews.com

I need this?," would rather ask,
"Why shouldn't I have this?" It's
the fan that on average, SUVs
spew 30 to 75 percent more
emissions than cars. It's that if
anyone driving an average-size
vehicle were to have an accident
with a larger SUV, they would
most likely die.
Above all. I believe that SUVs
should be phased out of our
society because they guzzle gas.
I low docs anyone who drives an
SUV have any money to spare?
With gas prices soaring exorbitantly high. 1 wonder how those
who get less than 20 miles to a
gallon can afford to eat.
And it's only going to get worse.
Do yourself and others a favor
and stop supporting the SUV
market and the oil industry, both
of which are in the top 10 of the
man's money-making scheme.
Bigger is not better. Take that
money you (or your parents)
were going to spend on an elephantine vehicle and invest it in
. a smaller car. It's healthier, safer
and cheaper. Plus, we all know
diat real men drive hybrids.

LAREN WEBER MANAGING EDITOR
BRIDGET THARP CAMPUS NEWS EDITOR
HOLLY ABRAMS CITY NEWS EDITOR
ANDREA SLIVKA FEATURES ELXrOR
MATT CLARK IN FOCUS EDITOR
JESS WAGNER PULSE EDITOR
BRANDON NOBLE DESIGN EDITOR
AMY DEHRING ONLINE EDITOR
RYAN AUTULLO SPORTS EDITOR
ERIN BZYMEK OPINION EDITOR
JULIE DIFRANCO PHOTO EDITOR
PATRICK MAYNARD COPY CHIEF

A bike lane would encourage
more people to ride their bikes
around and in turn alleviate
some of the stresses involved
with parking.
Bike safety is something everyone should be concerned about.
One bike path will significandy
improve the city, but let's not be
satisfied with only one bike path.
Students and city residents
should keep pressure on city
and University administrators to
continue to make Bowling Green
more bike friendly.

PEOPLE Horowitz's rants
ON THE STREET

future in clubs like American
Marketing Association. While
there are many organizations I
have not named, I have taken
notice of the difference you
have made for students and for
the University and 1 thank you.
I encourage all students to get
involved. Whether it is with a
service or social club, a Greek
organization, a club related to
your major or whatever, there
is truly something out there for
everyone.
I would also ask all students
to be aware of the actions being
taken by the University. Ihe
price of tuition, city relations and
health care are just a few of the
issues that are relevant to everyone. Know diese issues and have
a voice.
Talk to members of USG, send
an e-mail to die faculty, stage a
protest or even write a letter to
Ihe BG News. Whatever you do,
don't be silent. Students have a
voice on this campus: stand up
for what you believe in, whatever it is. In conclusion, congratulations to Bernard Little and
Kristen kulbis for being elected
president and vice president
of the undergraduate student
body. Use titese leaders as an
asset in having a say on campus,
and don't be afraid to hold
them accountable.
Students trulv do make the

dents on the crowded sidewalks
on campus.
According toThe lantern, Ohio
State University's student newspaper, city planners in Columbus
have developed a comprehensive
plan for signed bike routes and
lanes on- and around campus.
A separate bike lane and oncampus bike routes or bike lanes
would solve several problems.
Cars, pedestrians and bicyclists would all be safer as they
travel throughout the city
and campus

ERIC SHIVEY
SENIOR,
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
"Yeah, that's not cool."

MATTGOLIAS
SOPHOMORE,
COMMUNICATION

"J don't care."

are hypocritical

m

i care tactics and name^^ calling have gotten the
AMANDA
\J iK'St Of US.
BELCHER
A common concern and rant
Opinion Columnist
of your typical conservative pundit is that professors and other
educators in our country are
1 think the majority of profestoo liberal and abusive of tlieir
sors, — not just at this University
power. The most visible preacher — like to run an unbiased classon this issue is my [lersonal
room where all opinions are welfavorite, David I lorowitz.
come. But I also believe this fear
David 1 lorowitz has made
of a "liberal bias," is in the back
a name for himself by touring
of their minds and squanders
every university that he can,
the real passion and emotion
"informing" students that their
they may otherwise show.
professors are "totalitarian
The conservatives they have
leftist radicals."
placed in the spotlight have
Organizations such as
done such an incredible job of
Students for Academic Freedom
stamping all educated entities
have sparsely popped up across
with this liberal bias tag that
the country: This campus is
profs arc shaking in their boots.
not an exception. Ihe first
They have made them feel that if
Students for Academic Freedom
they present any liberal opinion
Conference took place eariy in
or even liberal information, they
April of this year.
are not presenting
Members of liban educated, fair
"It is these
eral group Campus
viewpoint and are
Progress attended
hypocritical thus not worth listhe event and found
tening to. Ihe worst
tactics that affected
it was simply a
of these is
I lorowitz conferare winning not professors, but
ence as he placed
the media. If 1 could
himself on many of the attention sit through one Ann
the panels.
of many." Coulter interview
When I lorowitz
without her stating
was asked why
the words "liberal
there weren't any
bias in the media" 1 would turn
liberal students on any of the
conservative (just kidding.)
panels he said, "You're the
The most biased media staAIT [American Federation of
tion in the country is Fox News.
Teachers,] you won't stick up
It Ls so obviously conservative
to it; you're too busy defending
thai they even call elections eariy.
Sami al-Aryan and other terIf you want to know more about
rorists," according to Campus
it, just rent "Outfoxed."
Progress. Yet again, die political
It is these hypocritical tactics
bias he presented on these pan- that are winning the attention of
els is just the bias he is accusing many. Be as loud and as accusaprofessors of presenting.
tory as possible; get all the attenA small branch of the Students tion; and scare everyone into
for Academic Freedom organiza- confonning, but continue to be
tion has made this University
the best at what you're accusing
their home a few times in the
everyone of.
past after having disbanded and
It is my belief that the media
reorganized again, and I find
and our educators should do as
them to be completely unnecessome conservatives do and take
sary. I have certainly taken my
hold of a position of power. Use
fair share of political science
it to fill minds with the mith. I
classes at this University and
look to my professors for advice
unfortunately, I have not once
and instruction because they are
heard a professor speak from a
the experts. They are much more
"political soapbox" Personally, I
educated than I and can give
would love to hear my profesme an educated point of view. I
sor's political leanings regardwill inevitably come to my own
less of which side they choose.
opinion just as any individual
It would save me a lot of time
should. And if you're too weak
researching and trying to pinand scared to do so then maybe
point where they stand.
you shouldn't be at a university.
The reason they don't actuConservatives, why not take
ally do this could be one of two
on these educated positions that
things. One. they don't like to
are controlled by liberals? Until
leach that way and prefer to
then you're just going to have to
be unbiased; or two, they have
deal with it.
been scared into keeping quiet
by movements and accusations
Send comments to Antatula al
such as these.
amandjb@bgsu.edu.

The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR are to be fewer
than 300 words. These are usually
in response to a current issue on the
University's campus or the Bowling
Green area.
GUEST COLUMNS arc longer pieces
between 600 and 800 words. These
arc usually also in response to a current issue on the University's campus
or the Bowling Green area.

P0UCIES
Letters to the Editor and Guest
Columns are printed as space on the
Opinion Page permits. Additional
Utters to the Editor or Guest
Columns may be published online.
Name, year and phone number
should be inducted for verification
purposes. IVrsonal attacks, unverified
information or anonymous submissions will not be printed.

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an attachment to thenews@bgnews.com
with the subject line marked "Utter
to the Editor"or "Guest Gilumn."Only
e-mailed letters and columns will be
considered lor printing All letters are
subject to review for length and clarity
before printing.
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the views of The BG News.
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Scientology fun for whole family
Tom Cruise is in the news
again. When referring
JOSH
to the pregnancy of his
BENNER
fiancd Katie Holmes in a GQ
Humor Columnist
interview, he said, "1 am gonna
eat the cord and the placenta."
Whether or not Cruise was
across the galaxy to Earth.
serious is still up for debate.
Now here is where the story
Now in some cultures, it is
starts to get a little far-fetched.
common to eat the placenta
The people were taken out
because they believe consumof the planes (and it must have
ing it can cut down on postpartaken a number of trips to
tum depression.
transport several billion peoI don't see what the father
.ple in a plane that seats less
eating the placenta really
than 200) after being brought
accomplishes, however. It
to Earth, taken around volcawould be like someone wearing
noes, and then the evil Xenu
a nicotine patch for their friend
blew up hydrogen bombs, killwho smokes.
ing all the people.
And the amazing thing is that
The souls, called Thetans,
this is only the second craziest
were then captured by vacuthing that Cruise has ever done.
ums and brainwashed by Xenu.
As you probably know, he's a
They believe in Scientology that
scientologist.
these souls are still alive and
Have you ever read anything
that they attach themselves to
about Scientology? It's a "relipeople today and negatively
gion" that was created by a sciimpact our thoughts.
ence fiction writer. Yeah, that's
My biggest fear with all of this
legitimate; I'm going to join that is that I may have accidentally
converted someone to the relichurch of Shakespeare.
They literally believe that
gion. I can just see someone sit75 million years ago, in a Star
ting in the Macateria right now
Trek-esque space confederation, reading this and thinking, "Wow,
many of the planets became
this makes a lot of sense. I have
overpopulated.
seen the light."
The ruler Xenu was about to
And certainly, I don't have
be taken out of power, so he
all of the answers about
rounded up billions of people,
Scientology, but in a nutshell,
loaded them into space crafts
that gives you a glimpse at the
(which coincidentally look
history of the religion.
exactly the same as Douglas
However, there are a few
DC-8s) and brought them
questions 1 have about the

[PQQcDEiomG ^GtTGuDomGo
Under Renovation
L ocaled on the corner ol 8th and High SI.

O Harris ttatora

j Uahtlia PbriWM ■/ rn

_J Closet Oraaaixers
j Kltckaa ¥latf
<£>■ Panel Bi-FoU Clasete

Jlilnmi Bathraom Deere
Groat Affordable Rates
Spacious Bedrooms
Free membership to
Cherrvwood Health Spa

Office bun:

Preferred Properties Ce.
I or More Into* mat ion
CJII or VlflM Ul on in* Web
419-352-437S
pteferredproprMiesco eo

MorvFn 8-12 &••! 10

fflDODSQfflg] On?

me

Graduate
You deserve an UPGRADE!

^^Studio apartments available!
Summer, semester, or year leases
Low es $425 per month
Includes as utilities
Laundryfaafities

•
•
•
•

Stove, Mdge, microwave, 25" TV
Full cable W/HBO - $20vmonrh
Outdoor pool use
FuHyfurnished

LiiJ' ifahzHM

vvww bijaeyemftaiwstoBW com

ock Villag
*
ranch style condominiums
$650/mon[h plus utilities
Washer and dryer hook up

Quiet tenants desired
1or2Bedroom

Excellent location lor BGSU faculty
Stove, fridge, dishwasher, disposal
Jacuzzi tub si some units
Den/Office in some unit?
Central air

1468 Brookwood
$1,050 ♦ utilities

5/8/06-5/7/07
Burrwood subdivision

• 4 Bedroom House
• 2 Car garage w/automatic opener
• Microwaves, garbage disposals, dishwashers
• Washer & dryer in every home
• Walk-in closets, ample storage
• 2 blocks from campus w/shuttle service

HOURS;
M-F 9am - 5pm
Sat. 9am-1 pm

445E.WoosttrSl.
Bowling Green, OH 43402
419-352-0717

GMueeuAft. MC

validity of it. And save your letters to the editor. I'm making
comments that 99.9 percent of
the people agree with. It's crazy.
They may say things like how
Scientology is compatible with
other religions, but again, I disagree. You can't be a Christian
Scientologist. The Bible doesn't
say anything about being
beamed up to the mother ship.
Scientologists believe in
reincarnation. The one thing
I've never understood about
reincarnation is that if it's real...
then why are there more people
alive today than there were
thousands of years ago?
Secondly, if there was ever
actually an intergalacuc federation where they could travel
from planet to planet... why
doesn't it still exist today?
Ihink about it. I've never
heard of anything that made
any less sense than Scientology.
Aside from why anyone would
choose to go to Toledo.
Josh (jbenner6Pbgsu.edu) is
preparing to start his own religion based on Star Wars.

Written and Illustrated By led Davis, jadafts@bssu.edu

THIS
WEEK'S
REALLY
TRULY
BAD JOKES:

Q: What do you call a
bunch of guys who break
into a music store and
steal string instruments?

Q: What do you call a
30-foot dinosaur named
Fred who has acne and is
scared of penguins?

A: Luters.

A: Fred.
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Understanding law helps
both sides prevent racism

JAZZY CELEBRATION

I inneg.in said.

PROFILING. FROM PAGE 1

PatOorsman BGNeiss

ONE YEAR AGO: Julio Appling, bass, Tim Cieplowski. drums, and Steven Walker, guitar, play some
iazz at the Union to commemorate Starbucks' one-year anniversary.

Paving the way on and off campus
(ireen's already established bike
route, the Slippery Kim Trail,
which Long and many other
"There's going to be a lol of community members use every
public Input and involvement," day despite its moist moniker.
she said.
Dog-walking, roller bladPaying for the paths poses ing, jugging, and biking are all
a potential problem, though, popular activities on Slippery
as consultants estimated each Elm, a 13.5-mile-long paved
mile of a path will cost around trail that ends in the town of
$150,000. But instead of hitting North Baltimore.
the brakeson the project, Grigore
I.ast spring an environmenremains optimistic, painting out tal strategies class recommendthat many grants exist to aid the ed the University consider
routes' construction.
implementing routes similar
Until the new route is com- to Slippery Elm on campus,
pleted, Ixing and others have according to senior Megan
no qualms about using Bowling Parish. The recommendations
PATHS. FROM PAGE 1

included a bikes-only path that
would stem from campus to
different parts of the city, and
a covered shelter area for bicycles to be parked in the winter,
a time when many bikes fall
into disrepair.
Parish said the results of
focus groups and surveys taken
by the class were passed on to a
University planning commission. She maintains biking had
many advantages over other
typical forms of college student
transportation.
"It's faster and easier than
walking, and it's much cheaper
than driving," she said.

™vi;m

Summer Donaldson, junior,
knows about the injustice of
Finnegan's lesson on rights racial profiling that goes
and the ethical legal treatment on and the lack of action
of others emphasized that the against it.
term "illegals" is incorrect
"It makes me want to speak
because it is not illegal to be here up against a lot of the injuswithoutpapers.Undocumented tices that go on, on a daily
is the correct term for someone basis. Because it affects such_
living and working the United a minority group of people,
States without papers. I Ic also those issues aren't always
says that only immigration, not brought out on a larger scale,"
local police forces, is allowed to Donaldson said.
arrest them on a civil warrant.
The fact that Finnegan, who
While the OSHP
has the knowledge
is not allowed
oftbelawandistak"It makes
to ask questions
ing a stand against
about immigration me want to
these issues, had a
or immigration
effect on
speak up positive
enforcement, what
Donaldson.
they are allowed to
against a
"It's encouragdo is engage in coning because there
lot of the are
sensual questionpeople who
ing, which citizens
injustices have power, who
have the right to [n„. „„ „„ >• aclua||v are speak.
refuse answering.
O
jng
up
against
This is what Kiefer SUMMER DONALDSON, racial
profiling
claimed happened
JUNIOR
and are acl.now|.
when he confisedging that it is
cated Aguilar and
real and it is happening,"
Esparza's green cards, accord- Donaldson said.
ing to Finnegan.
Stephanie McBee, sophoFinnegan advises that being more, said the subject affects
polite while denying informa- her in a big way, as a minortion to officers is the best way ity. Though McBee said she's
to enforce rights.
hasn't been racially profiled by
Suspicious behavior is the law enforcement, she knows
other reason some OSHP people who have.
officers had for pulling over
"I can't really relate to it,
llispanics and checking their because I haven't been pulled
immigration status.
over but my opinion of it is
"It became clear what was that it's ridiculous," McBee
going on was these troopers said of the racial profiling case
who knewnothingabout immi- Finnegan spoke of.
gration, did not know how to
His lecture brought to light
speakSpanish and were talking the changes that still'need
to motorists who did not speak to be worked on in our sociEnglish were taking a shortcut ety since the Civil Rights
— 'looks like a Mexican to me," Movement, McBee said.

The department of Ethnic
Studies and College of Arts and
Sciences sponsored the event.

BG NEWS
BRIEFING
I HE BG »t*S
Junior injured in
accident Sunday
A University junior and
member of lambda Chi
Alpha fraternity was severely injured in a car accident
early Sunday morning, and
remains in critical condition
at a Cleveland-area hospital.
Tom I layn, 21, was returning to bis home in Parma
Sunday just after 1:30 a.m.
from a bonfire, when a black
2000 Oldsmohile Alern, traveling "at a high rate of speed"
according to Parma Heights
police, ran a red light and
struck Hayn's 1994 Olds
Cutlass.
The collision struck Hayn's
Cutlass on the passenger
side, sending it spinning out
of control and into a traffic
light pole.
Hayn was taken by paramedics to MetroHealth
Medical Center, where he
remains in critical condition. The driver of the Alero
admitted to drinking alcoholic beverages and had
blood drawn for testing.
Charges are pending while
police wait for the blood test
results, and determine^ the
victim's health status.
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Banquet Servers: Full or part-time, work when it fits
your schedule.
Banquet Captains: Full or part-time positions available
Lead Servers: Full or part-time positions available
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Applicants must have friendly, professional attitude with the
ability to work in a team atmosphere devoted to excellent service!
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EXECUTIVE CATERERS AT LANDERHAVEN
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6111 Landerhaven Dr. Cleveland, OH 44124
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SAVE
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CLEARANCE

School of Cosmetology

Perrysburg, Ohio

419-873-9999
May, July, September & November
classes forming now for 2006
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BG SPORTS

A RAPING
BGSU falls at IPFW

TURNOVER: OSU'S SMITH BECOMES MORE HUMBLE, MORE FOCUSED. PAGE 8

The BGSU baseball team
mustered just five hits in a 70 loss yesterday at IPFW Greg
Becker went 3 2/3 innings,
allowing four runs — two
earned — to fall to 3-5 on the
year.
The Falcons, who fell to 19-15
overall, committed three errors
that led to four runs by IPFW.
BGSU hosts Cleveland State at
3 p.m. today and visits Akron
for a three-game series.

WEDNESDAY
April 19,
2006
www.bgnews.com/sports
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

TRACK

SOFTBALL

BG notches win
over rival; NIU too

Oakland sapped by Falcons

Standback, Bunko,
Turak, Roflow all win
individual titles
By Adam Hiezm
REPORTER

The Yankees have the Red Sox;
Ohio State has Michigan; and
BGSU has the Toledo Rockets.
These rivalries and the victories
achieved in the rivalry are always
sweet, no matter the sport.
BG defeated rival Toledo and
Northern Illinois on Thursday
in a triangular meet held at UT.
The Falcons took advantage of
international scoring, which
allows only the top two athletes
in each event from each team to
score. The Falcons scored 139
points followed bv UT with 132
and NIU's 120.
"Our performance as a team
on Thursday was great. It felt
good to beat Toledo," Kylie
Korsnack said. "As a team we
knew that we could do it, we just
had to go out and compete hard,
and that is what we did."
The Falcons were able to take
four events including Nicole
Standback's win in the 100meter hurdles in 14.32 seconds.
Andi Bunko continued to
impress in the javelin, winning
with a toss of 135-3.00. That was
not the only field event the team
was able to win, as Stacey Turak
won the pole vault with a height
of 10 feet.
The fourth and final victory
of the day occurred in the 1500meter run by Jamie Roflow. She

set a personal record in the event
with a time of 4:35.33.
Jessica White, a week after
recording the second fastest
time in school history in the
100-meter dash, had her hopes
dashed in that event when she
was injured in the 400-meter
dash earlier in the day. She is
expected to fully recover from
the injury.
"We really wanted to beat
Toledo, and I think that was
all the motivation we needed,"
Angela Raizis said. "It was an
amazing boost of confidence,
but we can't stop now; we have
to keep pushing ourselves
because we are in real good
shape and we have to keep it
up, which we will."
The wins in those four events
were not the only solid performances on the day, though.
Raizis and Roflow finished third
and fourth, respectively, in the
800-meter run. Raizis posted a
time of 2:23.15 while Roflow finished with a time of 2:23.59.
In the 2,000-meter steeplechase, Stephanie llillman and
Andrea Pollack turned in second and third place finishes,
respectively. I lillman had a time
of 7:21.94, while Pollack finished
withatimeof7:41.36.
"Our objective was to go out,
compete and win the meet, and
our kids did a great job in making that happen for the first time
in four tries this season," said
coach Scott Sehmann. "It was
RIVALS, PAGE 9

Wiemer, Gouge, Vrabel combine to allow one run in two-game sweep
ByDanWyar
REPORTER

SwnPitrson BGNews
UNBEATEN: After earning the decision in yesterday's 3-1 win over
Oakland in game on, BG's Emily Gouge is a perfect 7-0 on the year.

The BGSU Softball team's
pitching staff has been nothing
short of amazing this season,
and yesterday afternoon was
no exception.
Emily Gouge, llayley
Wiemer and reigning MidAmerican Conference Pitcher
of the Year Liz Vrabel led
the Falcons to two victories
over Oakland, combing for 16
strikeouts and 20 groundball
outs, while allowing only eight
hits and no earned runs in the
Falcons 3-1 and 2-0 wins over
the Golden Grizzlies.
"Our pitchers just pitch to
their strengths," said BG coach
Leigh Ross. "Gouge is really
known for her good forkhall anil
sinker and getting the ball down
and the same with Wiemer.
Then we have Liz come in and
get the strikeouts."
Gouge went six innings in
game one of the doubleheader, getting 13 Golden Grizzly
hitters to groundout on her
way to her seventh victory of
the season. Two errors in the
sixth inning by second basemen Megan McPherson led
to the only Oakland run, but
it wasn't enough to deter the
Falcon pitchers.
Wiemer entered game one
in relief in the seventh to get
her fourth save of the season, then went on to go 5 2/3
innings in game two, where
she sat down 12 consecutive

FALCON HURLERS
LIZ VRABEL 14-8; 131 IP; 1.50
ERA
HAYLEY WIEMER: 7-8; 121 2/3
IP.; 1.27 ERA
EMILY GOUGE: 7-0.53 1/3 IP;
105 ERA

batters before allowing a oneout single to Lindsey Schaller
in the sixth inning.
Wiemer gave up only three
hits and didn't allow a run in
game two, and she fanned six
Oakland hitters. 1 lowever it was
Vrabel, who was named MAC
Pitcher of the Week a day earlier, who notched the victory
in relief for the Falcons (28-16),
her 14th of the season.
Wiemer also helped her
own cause at the plate, going
for three hits in game two, the
same amount she allowed in
the circle. She belted in what
proved to be the game winning
run in the sixth with an RBI
double and scored the Falcons'
second run to ensure a 2-0 victory. Wiemer finished the day
with a team best four hits and
two runs.
"She's an amazing competitor and the kind of kid who
loves being in that kind of situation." Ross said. "She's just a flat
out winner."
SWEEP, PAGE 9

Tribe explodes for 20 hits in win
Sizemore, Martinez
homer and Johnson
improves to 2-0
By David Ginsburg
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

BG Him File Photo

TOPPING THE RIVAL: Stephanie Hillman and the BG track team topped
Toledo and Northern Illinois in a tri-meet Thursday afternoon.

BALTIMORE — lason lohnson
took a live-hitter into the eighth
inning Victor Martinez and
Grady Sizemore homered and
the Cleveland Indians got 20 hits
in a 15-1 rout of the Baltimore
Orioles yesterday night.
Sizemore had tiiree hits,
Martinez went 3-for-6 to extend
his hitting streak to 13 games
and Casey Blake went 3-for-4
to raise his batting average to
.447. Ben Broussard entered as
a pinch hitter in the fifth inning

and went 3-for-4 with two RBls.

The 15 runs were the most
scored by the Indians this season and came on the heels of
a 10-run outburst one night
earlier in Detroit. Cleveland
previously got 20 hits in lune.
against Cincinnati.
lohnson (2-0) allowed one
run and seven hits in sevenplus innings, struck out two
and walked none. Me was lifted
after giving up an RBI double
to Brian Roberts.
Signed as a free agent in
December, lohnson lowered
his ERA to 1.83 and improved
to 4-1 lifetime against his former team.
Roberts tied a career high
with four hits, going 4-for-4

with an RBI and two stolen
bases.
Bruce Chen (0-2) gave up
eight runs and eight hits in
four innings, including both
Cleveland homers. He has
yielded six home runs in his
last two starts.
lason
Michaels
gave
Cleveland a 2-0 lead in the
third inning with a two-out,
two-run single.
The Indians pulled away
with a five-run fourth. After
Travis Hafner drew a leadoff
walk, Martinez hit his second
homer of the season. Chen
then gave up a single and a
walk before Sizemore homered
on an 0-1 pitch.
Ihonny Peralta and Hafner

opened the fifth with singles
to chase Chen, and Chris
Britton gave up an RBI single
to Broussard.
The Indians didn't need any
help, but the Orioles provided
it in the sixth inning, making
two errors and a mental gaffe
during a five-run outburst that
made it 13-0. Baltimore shortstop Miguel Tejada couldn't
handle a cutoff throw, allowing
a run to score, and Roberts let a
potential double-play grounder to second go through his
legs. Broussard then hit a lazy
fly ball to right-center that Nick
Markakis and lay Gibbons let
fall between them.
Blake hit a two-run single in
the eighth.

Two lacrosse players arrested in alleged Duke rape
Players released on
$400,000 bond, third
could also be charged
ByTimWhitmne
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

DURHAM, N.C. — Two Duke
University lacrosse players were
arrested on rape charges yesterday in a scandal that has rocked
one ol America's elite campuses
and raised explosive questions
of race, class and the privileged
status of college athletes.
The two players—both graduates of Northern prep schools
— were promptly booked and
released on bail. District Attorney
Mike Nifong said a third player
could also be arrested but has yet
to be firmly identified.
"It is important that we not
only bring the assailants to justice, but also that we lift the cloud
of suspicion from those team
members who were not involved

in the assault," Nifong said.
tion. And we all know how reliLawyers for the two men bit- able that is."
terly assailed the district attorney
Seligmann is "absolutely innofor bringing the charges. Other cent." Osbom said. "He's doing
attorneys for Duke's lacrosse play- great." Finnertys attorney, Bill
ers said the two were
Cotter, said: "The
not even present at the
next jury will hear
"We're
time the rape is alleged
the entire story,
confident
which includes our
to have occurred.
Reade Seligmann,
evidence, and we're
that
these
20, of Essex Fells, N.I.,
confident that these
young
men
young men will be
and Coltin Finnerty, 19,
found to be innoof Garden City, N.Y., are
will be
accused of attacking a
cent."
found
to
be
The case has
stripper at a team party
at an off-campus house
innocent." raised racial tenon the night of March
sions and heightKIRKOSBORN,
ened the long13. They were charged
ATTORNEY
with first-degree rape,
standing town-vs.sexual offense and kidgown antagonism
napping and were released on between Duke students and
middle class, racially mixed
$400,000 bail each.
The district attorney would Durham. The accuser is black,
not say what evidence led to the and all but one of the 47 lacrosse
charges. But Seligmann's attorney, team members are white.
Kirk Osbom, said: "Apparently it
Well before the scandal, the
was a photographic identifica- nationally ranked team had a

reputation for a swaggering sense
of entitlement and boorish fratboy behavior that included public intoxication and public urination. After the scandal broke, the
university announced an investigation into whether it put up with
such behavior for too long.
The case has led to the resignation of the coach and the cancellation of the rest of the season.
"Many lives have been touched
by this case," said Duke President
Richard Brodhead in a statement.
"It has brought pain and suffering to all involved, and it deeply
challenges our ability to balance
judgment with compassion. As
the legal process unfolds, we
must hope that it brings a speedy
resolution and that the truth of
the events is fully clarified."
The university would not comment specifically on any disciplinary action taken against the

Sm Dim AP Photo
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JAILED: Collin Finnerty, right, sits next to his father, Kevin Finnerty, while
awaiting his first court appearance for allegedly raping a stripper.
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JAZZY CELEBRATION

Understanding law helps
both sides prevent racism
I -'innegan said.
Summer Donaldson, junior,
knows about the injustice of
racial profiling (hat goes
on and I he lack of action
against It
"It makes me waul lo speak
up against a lot of the injustices dial go on, on a daily
basis. Because il affects such
a minority group of people,
those issues aren't always
brought out on a larger scale."
Donaldson said.
The fad that I innegan, who
has ihe knowledge
of me law and is taxing a stand against
these issues, had a
positive effect on
Donaldson.
"It's encouraging because there
are people who
have power, who

PROFILING. PROM PAGE 1

PatOorsman BGNvws
ONE YEAR AGO Julio Appling. bass. Tim Cieplowski. drums, and Steven Walker, guitar, play some
iazz at the Union to commemorate Starbucks' one-year anniversary.

Paving the way on and off campus
PATHS. FROM PAGE 1
" I heir's Doing 10 be 8 I'll ill
public inpui and involvement,"
she said.
Paying foi the paths post's
,i potential problem, though.
,is consultants estimated each
mill' ill .i path will cost around
$150,000. Km instead ol hitting
the brakes on the project.Grigore
remains optimistic, pointing out
that main grants exist maid the
routes'construction.
Until i lit- new route is > om
pleted, I ong and others have
no qualms about using Bowling

t .urn's already established bike
route, the Slippery Ulm Trail,
which Long and many Other
community members use even
da) despite its moist moniker.
Dog-walking, roller Wading, jogging, and biking are all
popular activities on slippery
Him, a 13.5-mile-long paved
trail that ends in the town of
North Baltimore.
Last spring an environmental strategies class recommended the University consider
Implementing routes similar
to Slipper] Elm on campus,
according to senior Megan
Parish, the recommendations

included a hikes-only path thai
would stem from campus to
different parts of (he city and
a covered shelter area for bicycles to be parked in the winter,
a lime when many bikes tall
into disrepair.
Parish said the results ol
focus groups and surveys taken
In I be class were passed on lo a
University planning commission, she maintains biking had
many advantages over other
typical forms of college student
transportation.
"It's faster and easiei than
walking, and it's much cheaper
than driving." she said.

Rnnegan's lesson on rights
and the ethical legal treatment
of others emphasized that the
term "illegals" is Incorrect
bcrause il is nol illegal lo he here
withoutpapers.Undocumented
is the Correct term For someone
living and working the United
Males wilhnul papers. He also
says that only immigration, not
local police Forces, is allowed to
arrest them on a civil warrant
While the OSHP
is
nol
allowed
to ask questions
about immigration
or
Immigration
enforcement, what
they are allowed to
do is engage in consensual questioning, which citizens
have the right lo
that gO On ..." actually are speakrefuse answering.
I his is whal kielei SUMMER DONALDSON. r"?ia|"P p^ng
claimed happened
JUNIOR
an(| art. acknowlwhen he confisedging thai ii is
cated Aguilar and
real and il is happening,"
I spaiza's green cauls, accordDonaldson said.
ing to I innegan.
Stephanie McBee, sophoI innegan advises that being
more, said the subject affects
polite while denying informaher in a big way, as a minortion to officers is the best way
ity. Though Mcliec said she's
to enforce rights.
hasn't been racially profiled by
Suspicious behavior is the
law enforcement, she knows
Other reason some OSHP
people who have.
officers had tor pulling over
"I can't really relate to It,
Hispanics and checking their
because I haven't been pulled
immigration status.
over but my opinion of it is
"It became clear whal was
that it's ridiculous," McBee
going on was these troopers
said of ihe racial profiling case
who knew nolhingabout immirinncgan spoke of.
gration, did nol know how to
His lecture brought to light
speak Spanish and were talking
die changes dial still'need
in motorists who did nol speak
lo be worked on in our sociEnglish were taking a shortcut
ety since the Civil Rights
— 'looks like a Mexican to me."'
Movenienl, Mcliec said.

"It makes
me waul to
speak up
against a
lot of the
injustices

The department ol Ethnic
Studies and ('ollege of Ails and
Sciences sponsored the event
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Junior injured in
accident Sunday
A University junior and
member of Lambda Chi
Alpha fraternity was severely injured in a car accident
early Sunday morning, and
remains In critical condition
at a I 'lew-land area hospital.
Tom Hayn, 21, was returning lo his home in Parma
Sunday just after 1:30 a.m.
from a bonfire, when a black
2000 OktemobHeAlero, traveling "al a high rale of speed"
according to Parma Heights
police, ran a red liglil and
struck Hayn's 1994 Olds
Cutlass.
The collision struck I iayn's
Cutlass on the passenger
side, sending il spinning out
ol control and into a traffic
liglil poll1
Hayn was taken by paramedics to
MetroHealth
Medical Center, where he
remains in critical condition. The driver of the Alero
admitted to drinking alcoholic beverages and had
blood drawn for testing.
Charges are pending while
police wait for the blood test
results, and determine the
victim's health stains.
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BGSU falls at IPFW
The BGSU baseball team
musienxl just five hits in a 70 loss yesterday at IPFW. Greg
Becker went 3 2/3 innings,
allowing four runs — two
earned — to fall to 3-5 on the
year.
Theliilcons.whofellto 19-15
overall, committed three emirs
that led to four mns by IPFW.
BGSU hosts Cleveland State at
3 p.m. today and visits Akron
for a three-game series.
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BG notches win
over rival; NIU too

Oakland sapped by Falcons

Standback, Bunko,
Turak, Roflow all win
individual tides
By Adam Miezin
REPORTER

The Yankees have the lied Sox:
Ohio Stale has Michigan; and
BGSU has the Toledo Rockets.
These rivalries and the victories
achieved in the rivalry are always
sweet, no matter the sport.
BG defeated rival loledo and
Northern Illinois on Thursday
in a triangular meet held at II I.
The Falcons look advantage of
international scoring, which
allows only the top two athletes
in each event from each team to
score. The Falcons scored 139
points followed by III with 132
and Mill's 12(1.
"Our performance as a team
on Thursday was great. It fell
good to beat Toledo," Kylie
Korsnack said. "As a team we
knew that we could do it. we fust
had to go out and compete hard,
and thai is what we did."
The Falcons were able lo lake
four events including Nicole
Standback's win in the 100meler hurdles in 14.32 seconds.
Audi Bunko continued lo
impress in the javelin, winning
with a loss of 135-3.00. that was
not the only field event the team
was able lo win, as Slaccy I urak
won the pole vault with a height
of 10 feet.
The fourth and final victory
of the day occurred in the 1500meter run hv lamie Hollow. She

Wiemer, Gouge, Vrabel combine to allow one run in two-game sweep

set a personal record in the event

with a time of 4:3533.

lessica White, a week after
recording the second fastest
lime in school history in (he
100-meter dash, had her hopes
dashed in thai even! when she
was injured in (he 400-meter
dash earlier in (he day. She is
expected lo fully recover from
(he injury.
"We really warned to beat
loledo. and I think thai was
all the motivation we needed,"
Angela Ralzis said. "It was an
amazing boOSI Of confidence,
but we caul slop now; we have
lo keep pushing ourselves
because we are in real good
shape and we have lo keep ii
up, which we will."
The wins in those four events
were no) the only solid performances on the day, though,
Raizisand Roflow finished third
and fourth, respectively, in the
800-meter run. Ralzis posted a
time of 2:23.15 while Hollow finished with a lime ol 2:23.59.
In die 2,000 metei steeple
chase, Stephanie llillman and
Andrea Pollack turned in second and third plate finishes,
respectively. I lillman had a time
of 7:21.94, while Pollack finished
with a time of 7:41.36,
"Our objective was lo go out,
compete and win the meet, anil
our kids did a great job in making that happen for the first time
in four tries ibis season," said
coach Scot) Sehmann. "It was

Sean Pier son BGNews
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UNBEATEN: Alter earning the decision in yesterday's 3-1 win over
Oakland in game on. BG's Emily Gouge is a perfect 7-0 on the year.

By Dan Wyar
«EPom»

FALCON HURLERS

The BGSU softball teams
pitching staff has been nothing

LIZVRABEL 14-8:131 IP; 1 50
ERA

short of amazing this season,
and yesterday afternoon was
no exception.
Emily Gouge. Ilayley
Wiemer and reigning MidAmerican Conference Pitcher
of the Year l.i/ Vrabel led
the Falcons to two victories
over Oakland, combing for 16
strikeouts and 20 groundball
outs, while allowing only eight
hits and no earned runs in the
Falcons 3-1 and 2-0 wins over
the Golden Grizzlies.
'Our pitchers just pilch lo
their Strengths," said lit) coach
Icigh Boss. "Gouge is realh
known for her good forkball anil
sinker and gelling the hall dou n
and the same with Wiemer.
Then we haw Uz come in ami
get the strikeouts."
Gouge went six innings in
game one of die douhlchcader, getting 13 Golden Grizzly
hitlers lo groundnut on hei
way to her seventh victory of
the season, hvo errors in the
sixth inning by second base
men Megan Mcl'herson led
to the only Oakland run. but
ii wasn't enough to deter the

Falcon pitchers,
Wiemer entered game one
in reliel in the seventh lo get
her fourth save of the Sea
son, then went on to go 5 2/3
innings in game two, where
she sal down 12 consecutive

HAYLEYWIEMER:7-8;121273
IP: 127 ERA
EMILY GOUGE: 7-0: 53 1/3 IP:
105 ERA

batters before allowing a oneout single to l.indsey Schaller
in the sixth inning
Wiemer gave up only three
hits and didn't allow a run in
game two, and she fanned six
Oakland hitters. However ii was
Vrabel. who was named MAC
Pitcher of the Week a day earlier, who notched the victory
in relief for the Falcons 128-161.

her 14th of the season.
Wiemer also helped her
own cause ai the plate, going
for three hits In game two, die
same amount she allowed in
the circle. She belled in what
proved to be the game winning
run in the sixth with an RBI
double and scored the Falcons'
second run lo ensure a 2-0 victOiy Wiemer finished ilu day
with a learn best lour hits and
two runs.
"She's an amazing competitor and the kind of kid who
loves being in that kind of situation," Ross said. "She's just a flat
OUI winner.'
SWEEP. PAGE 9

Tribe explodes for 20 hits in win
Sizemore, Martinez
homer and Johnson
improves to 2-0
By David Ginsburg
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

BALTIMORE — Jason Johnson
took a five-hitter into the eighth
inning, Victor Martinez and
Grady Sizemore homered and
the Cleveland Indians got 20 hits
in a 15-1 rout of the Baltimore
Orioles yesterday night.
Sizemore bad three hits,
Martinez went 3-for-6 to extend
his hitting streak to 13 games
and Casey Blake went 3-for-4
to raise his batting average to
.447. Ben Broussard entered as
a pinch hitter in the fifth inning

BG News File Photo

TOPPING THE RIVAL: Stephanie Hiflman and the BG track team topped
Toledo and Northern Illinois io a tri-meet Thursday afternoon.

and went 3-for-4 with two RBIs.
The 15 runs were the most
scored by the Indians this season and came on the heels of
a 10-run outburst one night
earlier in Detroit. Cleveland
previously got 20 hits in lime,
against Cincinnati.
Johnson (2-01 allowed one
run and seven hits in sevenplus innings, struck out two
and walked none. He was lifted
after giving up an RBI double
lo Brian Roberts.
Signed as a free agent in
December, Johnson lowered
his ERA to 1.83 and improved
to 4-1 lifetime against his former team.
Roberts tied a career high
with four hits, going 4-for-4

with an RBI and two stolen
bases.
Bruce Chen (0-21 gave up
eighl runs and eighl hits in
four innings, including boih
Cleveland homers. He has
yielded six home runs in his
last two starts.
lason
Michaels
gave
Cleveland a 2-0 lead in the
third inning with a two-out,
two-run single.
The Indians pulled awaj
with a five-run fourth. After
Travis llalnei drew a leadofl
walk, Martinez hit his second
homer of the season. Chen
then gave up a single and a
walk before Sizemore homered
on an 0-1 pitch.
Jhonny I'eralta and llafner

opened the fifth with singles
10 chase Chen, and Chris
Britlon gave up an RBI single
to Broussard.
The Indians didn't need any
help, but the Orioles provided
il in the sixth inning, making
two errors and a menial gaffe
during a five-run outburst that
made ii 13-0. Baltimore shortstop Miguel lejada couldn'l

handle acutoff throw, allowing

a run to score, and Roberts lei a
potential double-play grounder to second go through his
legs. Broussard then hit a lazy
fly ball to right-center that Nick
Marfcakis and lay Gibbons let
fall between them.
Blake hit a two-run single in
1 he eighth.

Two lacrosse players arrested in alleged Duke rape
Players released on
$400,000 bond, third
could also be charged
By Tim Whrtmire
IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS

DURHAM, N.C. — Two Duke
University lacrosse players were
arrested on rape charges yesterday in a scandal that has rocked
one of America's elite campuses
and raised explosive questions
of race, class and the privileged
status of college athletes.
The two players — boUi graduates of Northern prep schools
— were promptly booked and
released on bail. District Attorney
Mike Nifong said a third player
could also be arrested but has yet
to be firmly identified.
"It is important that we not
only bring the assailants to justice, but also that we lift the cloud
of suspicion from those team
members who were not involved

in the assault," Nifong said.
tion. And we all know how reliLawyers for the two men bit- able that is."
terly assailed the district attorney
Seligmann is "absolutely innofor bringing the charges. Other cent." Osbom said. "He's doing
attorneys for Ouke's lacrosse play- great." Finnerty's attorney, Bill
ers said die two were
Cotter, said: "The
no) even present at the
next jury will hear
"We're
lime the rape is alleged
the entire story,
confident which includes our
to have occurred.
Reade Seligmann.
and we're
that these evidence,
20, of Essex Fells. N.J.,
confident that diese
andCollin Finnerty, 19, young men
young men will be
found to be innoof Garden City, N.Y., are
will
be
accused of attacking a
cent."
Stripper at a team party found to be
The case has
at an off-campus house
innocent." raised racial tenon the night of March
sions and heightKIRK OSBORN.
13. They were charged
ened the longATTORNEY
with first-degree rape,
standing town-vs.sexual offense and kidgown antagonism
napping and were released on between Duke students and
middle class, racially mixed
$400,000 bail each.
The district attorney would Durham. The accuser is black,
not say what evidence led to the and all but one of the 47 lacrosse
charges. ButSeligniann'sattoniey. team members arc white.
kark Osbom, said: "Apparently it
Well before the scandal, die
was a photographic identifica- nationally ranked team had a

reputation for a swaggering sense
of enlillement and boorish fratboy behavior that included public Intoxication and public urination. After the scandal broke, the
university announced an Investigation into whether it put up whh
such behavior for too long.
The case has led lo the resignation of die coach and the cancellation of the rest of the season.
"Many lives have been touched
by tliis case," said Duke President
Richard Brodhead in a statement.
"It has brought pain and suffering to all involved, and it deeply
challenges our ability to balance
judgment with compassion. As
the legal process unfolds, we
must hope that it brings a speedy
resolution and that the truth of
tlio events is fully clarified."
The university would not comment specifically on any disciplinary action taken against die

San Davit AP Photo
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JAILED: Collin Finnerty. right, sits next to his father, Kevin Finnerty, while
awaiting his first court appearance for allegedly raping a stripper.
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Smith transforms from ImucMehead'ways
OSU quarterback has
learned from troubles
early in his career
By Rusty MM
IHC

ASSOCIATE D PRtSS

(X M.UMBUS—Two years ago, he
was barely on the depth chart. A
year ago. people knew him mostly foe what he did wrong.
With the spring comes new
beginnings, and no one knows
that better than Troy Smith.
Now Ipcked in as Ohio State's
starting quarterback, Smith
has shed the image of the talented but undisciplined kid.
lie now says he is comfortable
in the role of sage and caring
elder statesman.
"I feel like I've grown in front
of everybody, from a knucklehead young guy to hopefully
an up-and-coming, wise senior
who can lead this group of
guys," he said this week during final preparations for Ohio
State's annual spring intrasquad
scrimmage on Saturday.
Now in his fifth year, Smith

says he's finally gotten with the
program. Sure, he leads on the
field with those shifty moves and
that howitzer of an arm. But off
the field he's vows he is mellower,
more self-assured and far, far
more mature.
Asked to pinpoint ways
in which he has changed, he
doesn't hesitate.
"I would say one of the largest
ones would have to be the night
life," he said, a slight grin playing
at the comers of his mouth. "The
night life is not in any of my equation right now and for the rest of
the season it won't be. Things like
that will come. There's a time and
a place for everything."
Once gamilous and outgoing.
Smith has become a disciple of
coach Mm Trcssel's theory that
late nights equal trouble.
"Call me old-fashioned, but I'm
really starting to buy into what
coach Ires said, 'Nothing good
happens past 10,'" Smith said.
"It's pretty much the truth, man.
lust stay in the house. Get you a
video game."
It's evident to everyone on the

comfortable in his new role.
"Troy Smith is continuing
to improve every day," Tressel
said. "He's studying die game
hard. He wants to be a very,
very good quarterback."
Todd Boeckman, locked in a
duel with lusdn Zwick for the
backup spot at quarterback,
has noticed die difference in
Smith.
"He's becoming a leader—a
big time leader," he said. "He
knows what's going on, how
to handle every situation. He's
stepping up, becoming that
guy that everybody looks up to
move this team."
Smith burst upon the scene
two years ago when Zwick faltered during an 0-3 start in
Terry Gillian APPtuMo
the Big Ten. He hadn't played
ON THE RUN. Smith has emerged in the three previous games
before he came in for mopas a leader for the Buckeyes.
up duty in a lopsided loss at
team that Smith — set to gradIowa, playing well with the
uate in lune with a bachelor's game out of reach.
degree in communications with
Since then, the job has been
plans to go for a second bache- his — with one notable exceplor's degree in mass communica- tion. He continued to stack up
tions this summer and I,ill — is solid performances as a sopho-

The BG News is now
accepting applications for

Summer & Fall 2006
Staffs
•Reporters
• Wed Staff
•Staff Editors
• Copy Editors
•Opinion Columnists
•Photographers
NEWS
•Graphic Designers

Opponent Rushes-Yds-TDs
Comp-Att-lnt-Yds-TDs

more, helping to turn the season
around. He starred in a stunning upset of Michigan in the
regular-season finale, running for
145 yards and a touchdown and
passing for 241 yards and two
more scores.
Soon after that, however, he
accepted around $500 from team
booster Robert Q. Baker. Ohio
State consulted with the NCAA
and self-imposed a two-game
suspension, keeping Smith at
home while the Buckeyes beat
Oklahoma State in the Alamo
Bowl and then not letting him
dress for last season's opener
against Miami (Ohio).
In time, Smith regained his
touch and his swagger. After the
Buckeyes lost two of their first
four games after his return, he
led the offense on one of the hottest streaks in the school's history,
culminating in another top-shelf
performance against Michigan.
This time he ran for one score and
passed for 300 yards and another
TD, leading a last-minute rush to

■ Miami (Ohio) DNP
Suspended
■ Texas 13-27-0
5-11-0-78-1
■ San Diego St. 14-87-2
14-26-1-149-0
■ Iowa 18-127-2
13--19-0-191-2
■ Perm St 19-15-1
13-25-1-139-0
■ Michigan St. /-42-1
10-15-0-249-3
■ Indiana 12-55-2
14-23-1-226-1
■ Minnesota 11-25-0
14-20-0-233-3
■ Illinois 7-55-0
13-21-0-298-3
■ Northwestern 11-75-2
7-12-1-77-0
■ Michigan 11-37-1
27-37-0-300-1
■ Notre Dame 13-66-0
19-28-0-242-2
■ Totals 136-611-11
149-237-4-2282-16
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Properties Cc£
Houses That Feel Like Homes
www ptmUrr0dproparlimtco.com

MAKE YOUR HOME AT:
• Fox Run Apts.
• Mini Mall Apts
• Piedmont "Under Renovation" • Triplex
• Updated Birchwood
• Houses
- small pets allowed
See our websile or
call lor more derails

iHIUMretm CHERRYWOOD

GRCAT
AFFOKDABLl
RATES!

CD EC HEALTH SPA

L • Indoor Healed Pool

SPACIOUS
BEDROOMS

BG

MEMBERSHIP • Hr.Uiomenl
•rlvlleieto -Soono
Of FICE HOURS
Mon-Fri: 8 12 & 1-4.30 Sal: 10 2
530 S Maple Si 41V-353-V37S

Applications are available in 210 or 204
West Hall.
Interviews will begin week of April 17.
Return completed application and please
sign up for an interview time at 210 West Hall.
Questions or further information? Contact The BG News
at thenews@bgnews.com

Graduate Student Housing
Historic Milliken Hotel
101 S. Main Street
• Renovated and Remodeled
• Efficiencies
• One Bedroom Apartments
■ A/C, garbage disposals & parking
close to downtown
■ on site laundry

Rent from $385/mo.
Hours:
M-F9am-5pm
Sat 9am-1 pm

445 E. WooMer St.
Bowling Green. OH 43402
419-352-0717

GCIINHLU. INC.

FREE T-SHIRTS TO THE
FIRST 1,000 STUDENTS
THAT PURCHASE TICKETS!
IiSLf7

BUS TRANSPORTATION
FROM THE BGSU CAMPUS
ALSO AVAILABLE!. »U 1
5 '

ON

n

AT THE ANDERSON
ARENA BOX OFFICE
LIMIT H PER STUDENT

CALL

&$79?-BGSU TICKET

JACKETS • SWEATSHIRTS • JEANS
and everything ebe you could pouibly need

1 ON THOUSANDS
Kief ^^?2*M
ITEMS
HI
| THROUGHOUT
^^^il
1 HI

MEN'WOMEN* KIDS
Woodland Mall

SwfRH

SKIRTS
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Rango homers and Players from upscale backgrounds
keeps streak in tact
ing and public urination.
Finnerty,
however,
was
two men but said it is Duke prac- charged in Washington with
tice to suspend students charged assault after a man told police in
with a felony.
November that Finnerty and two
Both players are products of friends punched him and called
wealthy New York City suburbs him "gay and other derogatory
and all-male Roman Catholic names." Finnerty agreed to comprep schools. Finnerty
munity service.
attended long Island's
Seligmann, a 6-footChaminade High School,
1 sophomore, and
where 99 percent of the
Finnerty, a 6-foot-3
students go on to colsophomore, were in
lege. Seligmann went to
handcuffs when they
the exclusive Delbanon
stepped out of a police
School, a lacrosse powercruiser at the Durham
house in Morristown. N.J.
County Jail early yesREADE
"It is our hope and
terday. Their earlySELIGMANN
our conviction that the
morning surrenders
full truth of all that hapwere arranged as part
pened that night will
of a deal with Nifong
vindicate Reade of these charg- in which they were bailed out of
es," Delbarton's headmaster, jail in a matter of hours.
the Rev. Luke L. Travers, said in
At a brief court appearance,
a statement.
Finnerty stood in jacket and tie
NcitherSeligmann nor Finnerty as a May 15 date was set for
was among the Duke team mem- the next hearing in the case.
bers arrested in recent years for Seligmann waived his right to
such offenses as underage drink- appear in court and was repreARREST, FROM PAGE 7

turn on it and when they went
outside I just tried to go the other
way with it."
Centerfielder leanine Baca finThe Falcons lead Oakland (14ished the day willi two nils and a 21), 9-2-1, in the all-time series
run and third baseand have won the
man Gina Kangu
last seven contests.
continued her domThe Falcons have
inance at the plate,
won seven out of
extending her hit
their last 10 games
streak to 11 games .
and will continue
including her team
theirsix-gamehomcbest seventh home
stand Friday when
run of the season, a
they battle Central
deep blast to left field
Michigan in a MAC
that may have yet to
doubleheader.
land. Rango followed
The Falcons went
it up in game two GINA RANGO. SENIOR
1-2 against the
with a momentumChippewas last seachanging double in the sixth that son, even with Vrabcl striking out
got the Falcons going
13 batters in just 71 '3 innings in
"I was just trying to hit the two of those contests.
hall hard and solid and the rest
The first pitch for game one
just kind of took care of itself," of the doubleheader is schedRango said. "When they were uled for 1 p.m. at the BGSU
going inside on me I just tried to Softball Field.
SWEEP. FROM PAGE 7

"I was just
trying to hit
the ball hard
and solid
and the rest
took care of
itself."

Hawks remain tight-knit
wanted to cancel the meeting"
so he wouldn't miss the game,
Ryan I lawk was a high school Ryan said. "His agent said. 'No,
football standout just like his you can't cancel.'"
Never mind that the lets hold
younger brother, AJ. But their
career paths diverged widely the fourth overall pick for the
April 29-30 draft and A.|. has
from there.
A.), became an All-American millions on the line. Brotherly
love wins out.
linebacker at Ohio State
"I get more nervous
and is a possible Top 5
watching his game
pick in the upcoming
than anything else
NFL draft. Ryan labored
I do," AJ. said. "We're
at two lower-profile
both really supportive
Ohio colleges and is
of each other regardless
trying to forge a proof what level it is.
fessional arena football
"Every time he has
career in Alabama with
a game, my dad goes
RYAN HAWK
the af2's Birmingham
to most of them. He'll
STEELDOGS
Steeldogs.
call me and text mesOne thing they
share: A fervent interest in each sage me throughout the game
if I can't get them through
others' careers.
AJ. plans to cut short a meet- the Webcast."
Two years older than his brothing this weekend with the New
York lets who will fly him to er, 24-year-old Ryan graduated
Louisville, Ky., to see Ryan's last lune and was briefly with
the Canadian 1 out lull league's
Steeldogs game.
"He was so upset that he Hamilton Tigercats. Then he
BylorinZenor
THt

ASSOCIATED PRESS

Stats don't tell story
SMITH, FROM PAGE 8

the goal line for a 25-21 victory.
I le improved to 13-2 as a starter
with a 342-yard passingday against
Notre Dame in the Fiesta Bowl.
Trie numbers show how much
Smith has developed.
But loe l>diiiti.s, the Ohio State
quarterbacks coach, says they
don't tell the whole story.
"You can see it in the way he
handles himself even in meetings,"
Daniels said. "It's a tremendous
difference. He is thank goodness.

constantly on a learning curve.
He's hungry to learn. He's got a
comfort level in that he knows he's
'the guy.'"
There are those who believe
Smith's career parallels that of
Vince Young, a breathtakingly
talented quarterback who had a
monster year last season whileleading Texas to die national
championship. Others say Smith
is among the top candidates for
the I leisman Trophy.
Smith isn't listening to all the
talk.

t OptiVue
FOCUSED ON VISION

Give the Gift of Vision!
New College Graduates

Save $900.00*

"MMMtttm
may Miry

returned to Ohio and took a job
in sales, but he wasn't giving up
on a football career.
"I knew I was going to keep
playing," Ryan said. "I wasn't
just going to sit around and
wait. I wanted to start working
and get my foot in the door in
the business world as well."
Now, he's playing for S200 a
game — S250 if the Steeldogs
win — and hoping to perform
well enough to move up to the
Arena Football League. The
Steeldogs are part of a developmental league for the AFL.
Ryan went to Miami of Ohio
at the sametime as fellow quarterback Ben Roethlisberger.
I le played some as a freshman
while Roethlisberger — now
quarterback of the Super Bowl
champion Pittsburgh Steelers
— redshirted.
Roethlisberger won the job
the following season, and
Hawk transferred to Ohio after
working some at receiver.

Falcons continue upward
trend in league competition
RIVALS, FROM PAGE 7

BG Kerns File Photo

LONG DISTANCE: Andi Bunko won
the javelin toss on Thursday.

Bnan Dudenhoefer M o

Includes Lifetime Enhancements!
Financing available!
Schedule your free consultation today!

419-697-3607 • 419-693-4444

HJMWwt 1

Conference Championships.
"There was a great deal of
confidence acquired at the
meet throughout the team,"
Sehmann said. "1 believe we will
feel very comfortable in that setting again when MACS come to
UTnexl month."
In the javelin throw, the team
also saw Alyson Lee, Korsnack,
Megan McAuley and lunik finish 2-6-8-9 behind the winner,
Bunko. The team also saw Lyndi
Springer turn in a fifth place in
the 100-meter hurdles and a third
place in the 400-meter hurdles.
BG will now head to Lawrence.
Kan. this weekend fora meet with
some very talented teams from

across the country; But, with the
way they performed at UT and
in the past couple of weeks, this
team should be raring to get out
of the blocks when the weekend
rolls around.

Management inc.
Now Renting for
2006/2007
Call 353.5800
Visit Online
www.meccabg.con

615 SECOND STREET • Two Bedroom.

Efficincies

Furn. or Unfurn. One bath.

451THURSTIN - Across from Offenhauer.

One Year - Two Person Rate - $520

Furn. w/ full bath, stove & refrigerator.
School Year - One Person Rate- $395
One Year - One Person Rate - S365

School Year - Two Person Rate- $620

Management Inc.
HUbdak Ipto.
l082Faimew Aw
1 &2bdrms/3hdrmTwnh
Dishwasher/Garbage Disposal
Air Condition/Washer/Dryers in
2/3 bdrm./Internet special/
Carport/ BGSU Bus Shuttle

402 HIGH STREET
Furn. or Unfurn., One bath.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $590

1 Bedroom Apartments

One Year • Two Person Rate - $490

517REEDSTREET-/lfnWm.

701 FOURTH STREET

Furn. or Unfutn, One Bdrm. & One bath.

Furn. or Unfurn,, Two bdrm.

School Year - One Person Rate- $465

One bath w/Vanity in each bdrm.

One Year - One Person Rate - S400

School Year-Two Person'Rate- $620

Management Inc.
Hcin/site

One Year - Two Person Rate - $520

710 N. Enterprise
I & 2 bdrm apt.

707-727 THIRD STREET - One Bedroom.
Furn. or Unfurn, One bath.

835 FOURTH STREET

School Year - One Person Rate- S395

Furn. or Unfurn., Two Bedroom.

One Year - One Person Rate $350

School Year-Two Person Rate- $$80

825 THIRD STREET - Pels Allowed!

840-850 SIXTH STREET

School Year - One Person Rate- $465

Furn. or Unfurn., Two Full baths.

One Year - One Person Rate - $410

School Year - Two Person Rate- $640

449-455 S. ENTERPRISE

Management Inc.
40.V405 S. t'hurch
2 bdrm Apl/ 2 bdrm Twnh
I bath/close to downtown

One Year - Two Person Rate - $530

Furn. or Unfurn., One bdrm. One Bath.

810 FIFTH; 649,707 SIXTH; 818 SEV-

School Year - One Person Rate- $385

ENTH

One Year - One Person Rate - $350

Furn. or Unfurn., One Bath & Hall Vanity.

/tf|fcCA
Management Inc.
21SE.PM

School Year - Two Person Rate- $560
One Year - Two Person Rate - $470

School Year - One Person Rate- $460

831 SEVENTH

One Year - One Person Rate - $395

Furn. or Unfurn., One Bath & Hall Vanity.

2 Bedroom Apartments

Dishwasber/GarbaaeDisposal

A.C./washer, Dryer In - barms.
Flee Internet/milk to Campus

One Year -Two Person Rate - $480

Furnished or Unfurnished, One bath.

Unfurnished, One bath. Dishwasher.

The most advanced in
laser technology!
Hurry offer ends
July 31", 2006.

very satisfying being my last
time as the head coach of B(i
competing up against UT in this
type of format. Our kids proved
that they are improving and
have made progress as a team
this season."
Laura Coy finished second in
the pole vault, behind Turak with
a height of 9-06. Another second place finish was earned by
Takara Dunning in the shot put
Paris Bussey, Whitney Hartman
and Lauren Bryant finished 3-57, respectively in the shot put.
Beating two conference opponents a month before the conference championships is certainly
something that will help the team
in many areas. Confidence seems
to be up and the team knows that
it can compete when they return
to UT for the Mid-American

Wxmto

839 SEVENTH STREET

mm mm M o, F A c s |NDfV10UAU2E0 LASER VISION CORRECTION

sented by one of his lawyers.
Seligmann lawyer, Julian Mack.
The district attorney has said
Bill Thomas, a lawyer for a
that the woman making the alle- player who has not been charged,
gations, a 27-year-old student said that one of the two men
and mother of two, was attacked under indictment did not even
by three men. In a statement, attend the party. He would not
Nifong said he hopes to charge specify which one. saying only
a third person, "but the evi- that "multiple witnesses and a
dence available to me at
commercial transacthis lime does not permit
tion" would provide
that. Investigation into
an alibi.
the identity of the third
According toahTing
assailant will continue
made by the district
in the hope that he can
attorney's office, the
also be identified with
residents of the house
certainty."
where the party took
Attorneys for the playplace told police that
COLLIN
Seligmann was one of
ers have demanded
Nifong drop the investiFINNERTY
six players who did not
gation, arguing that DNA
attend the party.
Another attorney,
tests failed to connect
any of the team members to Robert Fkstrand, who represents
the alleged jape. They have also dozens of players, said neither
charged that the accuser was Seligmann nor I-iniierty was at
intoxicated and injured when the party "at the relevant time."
she showed up for the party.
The indictment represents
"This is probably the worst
"a horrible circumstance and a
miscarriage of justice I've seen in product of a rush to judgment,"
34 years of practice," said another Fkstrand said.

Eff. I hdrm/2bdrms

Starting at $255/mo
Laundry on site
15 minute walk to campus

School Year - Two Person Rate $555

BGSU Bus Route

One Year - Two Person Rate - $480

505 CLOUGH-Behind/fate's.

724 S. COLLEGE DRIVE

Two Furn. or Unfurn., One bath & Vanity.

Unfurnished. 11/2 baths, Dishwasher.

School Year -Two Person Rate- $620

School Yeat - Two Person Rate- $630

One Year - Two Person Rate - $520

One Year - Two Person Rate - $530

/(fEfcCA
Management Inc.
Trey Aubrey
S42/846/850 Seventh St
Two ItOfy duplexes
3 bdrm/2 baths/dishwasher
garbage disposal Aircondilion/

with $250 Nonrefundable pet deposit at these locations:
831 Seventh, 841 Eighth, 777, 733,755 Manville,
825 Third, 802 Sixth & 725 Ninth

Laundry on site

IOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
319 E. Wooster Street, Bowling Green, OH (located Ac i
RENTAL OFFICE: 419 354 2260
Hours - Monday to Friday 8:30
www.johnnewlovtitalesuit

■

Stop by the Office
al 1045 N Mom Si
or check website
'ww.meccaba.com
complete listing
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NEPAL PROTESTS LEAD TO FIFTH DEATH

WORLD

KATMANDU, Nepal (AP) —With defiance of royal
rule spreading, security forces fatally shot a fifth protester Monday while King Gyanendra searched for a
way out of a crisis that has plunged the Himalayan
land into its worst turmoil since he seized absolute
power 14 months ago.

Evidence fought in Saddam trial
Hussein's lawyer
challenges report,
calls for expert review
By Sinan Salaheddin
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

BAGHDAD
—
Saddam
I lussein's lawyer Monday challenged findings or handwriting
experts verifying the former
president's signature on documents linked to a crackdown
on Shiites. and demanded a
review by specialists from anywhere except Iran or Israel.
Tile report from handwriting experts said a signature on a
document approving rewards for
intelligence agents involved in
the crackdown in the 1980s was
Saddam's, prosecutors said, reading from the report.
Saddam's lawyer Khamis alObaidi disputed the experts' finding and insisted that the documents be analyzed by international experts except those from Iran
because of "its obvious hostility
against Arabs and Islam."
"And Israel." shouted Saddam,

dressed in a black suit and white
shin. "Because we don't consider
Israel a state, you didn't mention it.
Rut the international community
recognizes Israel as a state so you
must mention Israel."
Iraq and Iran fought an eightyear warin the 1980s, and Saddam,
a Sunni Arab, had accused Iraqi
Shiite militants of supporting
Shiite-dominated Iran.
After hearing the repon, Chief
fudge Raouf Abdel-Rahman
adjourned the court until today
to give the experts time to look at
more documents.
In a previous session, Saddam
had refused to confirm or deny his
signature, and some of his seven
co-defendants had said their
alleged signatures on other documents were forgeries.
Saddam and the others are on
trial for the deaths of 148 Shiites
and the imprisonment and torture
ofothersaftera 1982 assassination
attempt against the former Iraqi
leader in the Shiite town of Dujail.
The defendants face possible execution by hanging if convicted.
In their report, the handwriting

By Henry Meyer
THE ASSOCKIE0 PRESS

MOSCOW—A U.S. diplomat said
yesterday that envoys from the
five permanent Security Council
members plus Germany discussed sanctions against Iran over
its nuclear program, but failed to
reach agreement on how to proceed further.
U.S. Undersecretary of State
Nicholas Burnstold'Ilic Associated

Press following nearly three hours
of talks that diplomats recognized
the need for a stiff response to
Iran's flagrant violations of its international responsibilities."
President Bush said "all options
are on the table" to prevent Iran
from developing atomic weapons
but that he will continue to focus
on diplomacy.
Burns, speaking in Moscow,
said sanctions had been discussed
during the meeting hosted by
Russia but indicated diat further
talks would lie needed.
"Iran's actions last week have
deepened concern in the inter-

BRIEFING
B0 NEWS WIRE SOURCES
Terror suspects
nabbed by Saudis

Bassim Oaham APPMo

SUPPORT FOR A FALLEN LEADER: Iraqi students in Tikrit demonstrate in support of former Iraqi President
Saddam Hussein. Hussein's trial, along with seven former members of his regime, resumed yesterday.

So the experts com|xired the
signatures to other documents not
related to the case, the retxirt said.
Theexpertsconfirmed Ibrahim's
signatures on several documents
connected to the crackdown, the
re|x>rt said. Among them was a

experts said Saddam and his top
co-defendant Rarzan Ibrahim,
Saddam's half brdthcr and former head of the Mukhabarat
intelligence agency', refused to
give samples of their handwriting for comparison.

memo requesting the rewards for
six Mukhabarat officers involved
in the crackdown, which Saddam
allegedly approved. Another listed
Dujail families whose farmlands
were to be razed in retaliation for
the incident.

M options' remain open to keep Iran from atomic weapons
UN unable to decide
what sanctions to
level against Iran

WORLD

ed that the United States expected
action in the Security Council alui
an April 28 deadline for Iran to
stop uranium enrichment.
Ahmadinejad remained defiant,
warning yesterday that Iran will
"cut off the hand of any aggressor"
that threatens it and insisting that
its military has to he equipped with
the most modem technology.
"The land of Iran has created
a |Miwerfiil anny that can powerfully defend the political borders,"
he told a parade commemorating
Iran's Anny Day.
I he United States and some of
its allies suspect Iran's nuclear pro-

national community and all of us
agreed that the actions last week
were fundamentally negative and
a step backward," he told the AP.
"So now tiic task for us is to agree
on a way forward."
He was referring to the
announcement last week by Iran's
hard-line president, Mahmoud
Ahmadinejad, that the country
had successfully enriched uranium for the first time.
Rums gave no specifics as to the
type or timing of sanctions and he
refused to say whether Russia had
softened its opposition to sanctions against Iran. Rut he reiterat-

gram is meant to produce weapons but Tehran insists tile program is for peaccfttl purposes.
Ahmadinejad further complicated the debate last week by
claiming his country is testing an
advanced P-2 centrifuge, which
could be used to more speedily create fuel for power plants or
atomic weapons.
Some analysts familiar with
the country's technology said he
could be exaggerating Iran's capabilities, either to bmst his own
political support or to persuade
die International Atomic Energy
Agency to back off.

RIYADH, Saudi Arabia (AP)
— Saudi authorities arrested five suspected terrorists
linked to t-'ebruary's deadly
attack on the world's largest
oil processing facility, a security official said yesterday.
One of those arrested is on
the country's list of 36 mostwanted terrorist suspects, the
official said on condition of
anonymity because he was
not authorized to talk to the
media He did not identify
that suspect.
Militants driving two vehicles packed with explosives
tried to enter the Abqaiq oil
processing facility in eastern Saudi Arabia on Feb. 24.
Guards opened fire on the
vehicles and they exploded,
killing the two suicide attackers and two guards.

Police threaten
Mexican migrants
TULT1TIAN, Mexico (AP)

— Considered felons by the
government, these migrants
fear detention, rape and robbery. Police and soldiers hunt
them down at railroads, bus
stations and fleabag hotels.
Sometimes they are deported; more often officers simply
take their money.
While migrants in the
United States have held huge
demonstrations in recent
weeks, the hundreds of thousands of undocumented
Central Americans in Mexico
suffer mosdy in silence.
And though
Mexico
demands humane treatment
for Its citizens who migrate to
the United States, regardless
of their legal status, Mexico
provides few protections for
migrants on its own soil.
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Reduced Rent
$287 Unfurnished, $314 Furnished

Super Jeds I: 2531 S. Reynolds Rd.
Toledo, OH 43614

Ho experience necessary

Super Jeds II: 35 E. Alexis Rd.
Toledo, OH 43612

The Enclave II Apartments

Apply at eilftet Super Ms Locations

Pick your special!
Sign today and receive

DUPLEXES AVAILABLE

2 GB IPOD Nano & $100 Visa Gift Card

ALL DUPLEXES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES

or

712 Second. #A - 2BR duplex. Limit 2 people.
Limit 2 cars. $670.00 per month plus utilities,
deposit $670.00 Lease August 17, 2006 to
August 4, 2007
327 E. Evers. #A and #B - Duplex. 2BR each unit.
Limit 3 people . Limit 3 cars $690.00 per month
plus utilities. Lease May 13, 2006 to May 5, 2007.

$300 Visa Card
or

$25 off your monthly installment
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Office Hours;

Some ofour FREE Amenities:

Mon-Fri:
8:30am-7pm
Sat: 10am-4pm
Sun:12pm-4pm

Tanning, Private Shuttle, Computer Labs
. .
T.
. ,
lnternet m ever bedroom
y
Washer and dryer in every apt.,
Sand Volleyball & Basketball Courts

232 Lehman - 3 BR duplex. Limit 3 people. Limit
3 cars. $620.00 per month plus utilities, deposit
$620.00. Lease August 17, 2006 to August 4,
2007.

""

House For Rent

614 Fourth St. - 3 BR. $840.00 per month,
deposit $840.00, Limit 3 people. Lease May 13,
2006 to May 5, 2007.
806 Scott Hamilton - 3BR, study room, 2 baths.
Has washer and dryer. Limit 3 people. $1,200.00.
Lease May 13, 2006 to May 5, 2007.

877-819-6802

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
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U.S. businessman
pleads guilty to
bribing for Iraq
contracts
WASHINGTON
(AP)
— With millions of dollars in
Iraqi reconstruction contracts
to be had, Philip H. Bloom
offered up money, cars, premium airline seats, iewelry,
alcohol, even sexual favors
from women at his villa in
Baghdad.
For a while, the kickback
scheme worked. Bloom, a U.S.
businessman who saw opportunity in Iraq, paid more than
$2 million in bribes to U.S.
officials who directed more
than $8.6 million in contracts
to companies he controlled.
After the inspector general
for reconstruction projects
began auditing contracts, the
system cnimbled.
Bloom is facing up to 40
years in prison and nearly
$8 million in penalties after
pleading guilty to conspiracy,
bribery.and money laundering, according to court documents made public yesterday.

St Louis man
shoots up workplace after killing
wife
ST. LOUIS (AP) — A man
killed his estranged wife yesterday, then went to the catering company where be once
worked and fatally shot two
women and himself, police
said.
1 Wo other women were also
shot at Finninger's Catering
Service and were taken to a
hospital, police said. Their
conditions were not immediately known.
An employee said the gunman entered through the
back door with a coat draped
over his arm, apparently to
hide the handgun.
Both women were shot in
a garage area, police said. The
shooter killed himself in the
parking lot.

Defendant mocks testimony
Psychologist testifies,
makes diagnosis
during Sept. 11 trial
By Matthew Barakat
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

ALEXANDRIA. Va. — A defense
psychologist said yesterday he
concluded Zacarias Moussaoui is
a paranoid schizophrenic based
on observations of the actions
and writings of the terrorist conspirator, a man described earlier
as convinced President Bush will
set him free.
Psychologist Xavier Amador
said the clincher in his diagnosis was an April 2005 encounter with Moussaoui in which
the defendant in the nation's
only Sept. 11, 2001, prosecution repeatedly spit water on
him, and appeared to be talking to himself.
Amador said the visit lasted for about an hour, and
Moussaoui spent much of the
time telling Amador to go away.
Amador observed Moussaoui
talking to himself in a man-

Oana Vtcknitirm AP Photo
TAKING THE STAND: This artist's rendering shows U.S. Attorney David
Novak, right, questioning psychologist Dr. Xavier Amador, left.

ni'i that did not appear (o be
prayer, the witness said.
When Amador refused to go
away, he said, Moussaoui spit
water at him more than a do7X'n
times, then resigned himself to
Amador's presence.
Moussaoui then complained
that guards used excessive force
in taking him from his Alexandria
jail cell to a deposition at the

federal courthouse. And he told
Amador that Bush would release
him from prison.
Amador testified that
he had become convinced
Moussaoui was suffering from
a delusional thought disorder
before the incident but this
reinforced his belief.
Government experts have
reached conclusions that diverge

*
from Amador's statements, and
are expected to testify later this
week in rebuttal.
Moussaoui mocked the testimony about his alleged schizophrenia. He said "beautiful terrorist mind" as he was led from
court during a recess, referring
to the movie "A Beautiful Mind,"
about a mathematician with
schizophrenia.
He once said in court he didn't
want to end up in a dungeon like
"The Silence of the Lambs"
While prosecutors' experts
have been able to examine
Moussaoui, he refused to cooperate with Amador or any other
defense expert.
Amador based his diagnosis, revealed during testimony
Monday, largely on conclusions
of other mental-health professionals and an analysis of
Moussaoui's actions and writings over years. These included
the numerous rambling and
often insulting legal motions
that Moussaoui filed during the
18 months when he represented himself.
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Lost/ Found
LOST FLUTE! Last seen on Thurs
day. March 2. 2006 (right before
spring break1) at the SUNDIAL at
the table next to Shadows' It found.
please contact Michael Lui at 419490-6862 or luih@bgsu.edu Reward Provided1 (Sentimental Value1)

Services Offered
ACO ROOFING & SIDING
NEW ROOFS/ADDITIONS/SIDING
FREE Storage Shed w/NEW ROOF
Licensed'Insured (419)870-6154

Rumsfeld defends choices, refuses to resign
Retired generals make
complaints about the
U.S. Defense Secretary
By Robert Burns
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

WASHINGTON — vowing not
to bow to calls for his ouster from
several retired generals, Defense
Secretary Donald II. Rumsfeld
said yesterday their grievances are
a natural fallout from his push for
dramatic changes in the military.
He also discounted any suggestion that the generals' complaints
reflect widespread dissent in the
officer corps.
At a Pentagon news conference, Rumsfeld said it's not surprising that his decisions have
roused some discord.
"When you make a decision,
you make a choice, somebody is
not going to like it," he said. "It's
perfectly possible to come into
this department and preside

and not make choices, in which that the calls from other retired
case people are not unhappy, generals for Rumsfeld to resign
until about five years later when came up only briefly.
"We didn't waste the secrethey find you haven't done anytary's time with that,"
thing and the country
he said, adding (hat he
isn't prepared.''
puts little stock in die
Later Rumsfeld and
Gen. Peter Pace, chaircriticisms because they
come mostly from twoman of the loint Chiefs
star generals who were
of Staff, met to discuss
not senior enough in
the war on terrorism
rank to work directly
with about a dozen
for Rumsfeld.
retired military officers
Of die six retired genwho are regular comDONALD
erals who have called
mentators on TV netRUMSFELD
for Rumsfeld to quit,
work news shows.
DEFENSE
four were two-stats, one
Retired Ajr Force
SECRETARY
was a three-star and one
Lt.
Gen. Thomas
—Anthony Zinni — was
Mclnemey, who is a
a four-star who had
Fox News commentator, said in an interview afterward retired before the Bush adminis-

In the news conference,
Rumsfeld cited several examples
of tough choices he has made
that have angered some inside
the Pentagon. He mentioned a
reorganization of the Army's combat units that has been under way
since the Iraq war began.
"By golly, one ought not to be
surprised that there are people
who are uncomfortable about
it and complaining about it,"
he said. "It's also true that 1 have
a sense of urgency. 1 get up
every morning and worry about
protecting the American people and seeing if we are doing
everything humanly possible to
see that we do the things that
will make them safe."

Personals
CAMPUS POLLYEYES
All-You-Can-Eat Soup. Salad and
Breadsticks $5.25 M-F 11-2

352-9638
Having a parly''
Call DiBenedetto s'
Sub Irays. party subs, pasta salads
Iresh baked cookies.
(419) 352-4663
Call to have menu taxed1

Wanted
GRADUATION TICKETS NEEDED
FOR 4:30 CEREMONY
WILLING TO PAY'
Call Aaron, 614-581-1775
WANTED - 2 Graduation Tickets lor
1 pm Ceremony.
Call (419) 669-3654 after 6pm
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Sign a 12 or 9 month lease with Winthrop Terrace
or Summit Terrace apartments
by May 1 and have a chance to win a

321 South Mercer Road

$1000, $750, $500 or $250 Visa Gift Card!

♦ONLY 2 blocks from campus

1 Bedroom Apartments

Come by and see what we have to offer:
Two pools • Private shuttle to campus
Heat, water, and high speed internet included

• 1 Full Bath • Air Conditioning
•Microwaves • Dishwasher
• Garbage Disposal
• Unfurnished • Laundry On-Site
• Plenty of Parking!
• Furnished Available

Prizes are per apartment. All roommates must sign a lease by May 1.
Lease must run thru April 30, 2007. Drawing will be May 2.
Winthrop & Summit Terrace Apts.
Office: 400 E. Napoleon Rd.
Hours: M-F 9:00-5:00, Sat 10-2. Sun 12-3

Starting at
$460/ month
plus Utilities
GREENBRIAR, INC.
445 East Wooster St. • 352-0717
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Twenty-One
4,000 Scholarships
Available NOW!
University Bookstore Undergraduate
Community Engagement Scholarships
For the 2006-2007 Academic Year
Prerequisite:
♦ Acadmic Success
♦ Modest Financial Need
♦ Commitment to Community Service
♦ 8- Hours per week of Community service
required for Spring Semester
To Apply:
http://bookstore.bgsu.edu and click on the
"Undergraduate Engagement Scholarships " link
Or call 419/372-2851 for complete details!

Molly Minor & Matt Maurer
Kat Peters & Jordan Coblas
Angie Yound 8 Corey Cercone
Lauren Starpoli S Sean Ritzman
Erin Wells & Patrik Petty
Marissa Ryan & Evan Roberts
Shani Herskovic 8 Kevin Riggleman
Brittney Pecoraro & Andi Kapustik
Emily Sargent & Date
Jodi Advey 8 Date
Susan Beardslee & Date
Malory Paulus & Jason Kline
Rachel Zaramba 8 Eric Soto
Lori Updegratt 8 Kieth Green
Brooke Paul 8 Brad Green
Chelsea Obrock & Gregory Heban
Sarah Jean Won & Daniel Kim
Kristen Gaurnieri 8 Adam Snyder
Leah Vittardi & Date
Amanda McGraw 8 Alex Ballanger
Megan Horinek & Scott McAfee
Jessica Bur sic & Date
JR^
Emily Reid & Jordan Barnes
Kacee Karyer S Date
Emily Urban & Date
Theresa Lunghoter & Thomas Fritz
Nicole Schlagheck & Jake Kraus

Terri Mazzola & Special Guest
Erin Schuller & Mark Lindsey
Emily Kalbfleisch & Date
Kelly Weaver S 8rad Wilk
Molly Meyer 8 Luke Mcomber
Vickl Fariello 8 Trent Tice
Samantha Thomas & Date
Jaquelyn Nuzzi S Date
Liz Kolbe & Date
Janna Ramsey 8 Andrew Mcginn
Kathryn Dugan S Nicholas Davis
Brandy Churney & Ricky Kujnan
Whitney Brown & Date
Lindsay Long 8 Chris Dunlap
Amy Lutz & Date
Olivia Schnitkey 8 Jason Selgo
Shannon Shoemaker 8 Billy Ocheske
Alysha Heinton 8 Date
Michelle Mormille 8 Nick Bloom
Ashley Lumm 8 Date
Callie Canter 8 Jordan Young
Katie Bigalia 8 Todd Miko
Kate Schantz 8 Rob Cambruzzi
Leslie Johnson 8 Blake Neil
Melissa Mikita 8 Nick Porter
Sandi Borgione £ Date
Stephanie Perkins & Greg Reitz
Sara Mcgram 8 Date
Krystal Nabtos 8 Date
Megan Mcpherson 8 John Detoiree
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NEPAL PROTESTS LEAD TO FIFTH DEATH

WORLD

KATMANDU, Nepal (AP) —With defiance of royal
rule spreading, security forces fatally shot a fifth protester Monday while King Gyanendra searched for a
way out of a crisis that has plunged the Himalayan
land into its worst turmoil since he seized absolute
power 14 months ago.

Evidence fought in Saddam trial
1 Insseiti's lawyer
challenges report,
culls for expert review
By Sinan Salaheddin
Tut ASS0CI«liD cetss

BAGHDAD
Saddam
Hussein's lawyer Monday challenged findings of handwriting
experts verifying the former
presidents signature on documents linked to ■> crackdown
on Shiites, and demanded a
review bj specialists from anywhere except Iran m Israel.
I In1 report Horn handwriting experts said a signature on a
document approving rewards tor
intelligence agents Involved in
the crackdown in ilie I'IHIK was
Saddam's, prosecutors said, reading from the report
Saddam's lawyer Miamis alObaidi disputed the experts' finding and insisted that the documents be analyzed bj international experts excepi those from Iran
because of "its obvious hostility
against tabs and Main.''
And Israel, shouted Saddam,

dressed In a black suit and white
shirt. "Because we don't consider
Israel a state, you didn't mention it.
Hut the international community
recognizes Israel as a stale so you
must mention Israel."
Iraq and Iran fought an eightyear war in the 19(11 Is, and Saddam.
a Siiiini Aral), had accused Iraqi
Shiite militants of supporting
Shiite-dominated Iran
\ltei hearing the repon. Chief
lodge Itaoul Abdel-Hahman
adjourned the court until loday
ID give the experts time to look at
more documents.
In a previous session. Saddam
had refused to confirm or deny ins
signature, and some of his seven
co-defendants had said theii
alleged signatures on other documents were forgeries.
Saddam and the others an' on
trial for the deaths of 148 Shiites
and the imprisonment and torture
oi others aitci a 1982 assassination
attempt against the former Iraqi
leader in the Shiite town ol Dujaii.
The defendants lace possible execution In hanging if Convicted.
In their report, the handwriting

By Henry Meyer
tHE ASSOCItHD HISS

MOSCOW A U.S. diplomat said
yesieiday thai envoys from die
five permanent Security Council
members plus Germany discussed sanctions against Iran over
its nuclear program, Inn failed to
reach agreement on how to proceed further.
II s. Undersecretary of State
Nicholas Humstold I he Associated

Press loiiovving nearly three hours
of talks thai diplomats recognized
the "need for a stiff response to
Iran's flagrant violations of its international responsibilities.''
President Mush said "all options
are on the table" to prevent Iran
from developing atomic weapons
hill thai he will continue 10 focus
on diplomacy
Horns, speaking in Moscow,
said sanctions had Ixvn discussed
during the meeting hosted by
Russia but indicated that further
talks would be needed.
"Iran's actions last week have
deepened concern in die inter-

BRIEFING
BG NEKS WIDE SOURCES
Terror suspects
nabbed by Saudis
RIYADH. Saudi Arabia (API

Bassim Datum AP Photo
SUPPORT FOR A FALLEN LEADER Iraqi students in Ttkrit demonstrate in support of former Iraqi President
Saddam Hussein. Hussein's trial, along with seven former members of his regime, resumed yesterday.

experts said Saddam and his top
co defendant Barzan Ibrahim,
Saddam's half hrdlher and former head ol the Mukhaharat

intelligence agency refused to
give samples of their handwriting for comparison.

So the experts compared the
signatures to other documents not
related to the case, the repon said.
lhee\|ieilsconlirniedlhialiiiii's

signatures on several documents
connected to the crackdown, the
report said. Among ihem was a

memo requesting the rewards lor
si\ Mukhaharat officers involved
in the crackdown, which Saddam
allegedly approved. Another listed
Dujaii families whose farmlands
weie in l>e razed in retaliation for
the incident.

All options' remain open to keep Iran from atomic weapons
UN unable to decide
what sanctions to
level against Iran

WORLD

national community and allot us
agreed that the actions last week
were fundamentally negative and

a step backward,'' he mid the AP
"So now die task for us is to agiee
onawaj forward."
lie

was

referring

to

the

announcement last week by trans
hard-line president. Malimoud
Ahinadinc|ad. dial die country

had successfully enriched uranium for die first time.
Munis gave no specifics as to the
type or timing of sanctions and he
refused to say whether Russia had
softened its opposition to sanctions against Iran. But lie reiterat-

ed thai the I Inited Stales expected
action in the Security (imiicil after
an April 28 deadline for Iran to

stop uranium enrichment
Uimadinejad remained defiant,
warning yesterday thai Iran will
"cut oil the hand ill am aggressor"
that threatens ii and insisting thai
Its military has to be equipped with
the most modem technology.
"The land of Iran has created
a powerful army that can powerfull) defend the political borders,"
he told a parade commemorating
Iran's Army Day.

Tlie United States and someol
Itsaltiessuspect Iran's nuclcai pro-

gram is meant to produce weapons, but Tehran insists the program isloi peaceful piii|Kiscs.
Ahinadinejad further complicated the debate last week by
claiming his country is testing an
advanced P-2 centrifuge, which
could be used to more speedily create luel for power plants or
atomic weapons,
Some analysis familiar with
the country's technology said he
could he exaggerating Iran's capabilities, either to IKMISI his own
political Miptxin or to persuade
die International Atomic linergy
Agency to back off.

— Saudi authorities arrested five suspected terrorists
linked to Februarys deadly
attack on the world's largest
oil processing facility, a security official said yesterday.
One of those arrested is on
the country's list of 36 mostwanted terrorist suspects, the
official said on condition of
anonymity because he was
not authorized to talk to the
media. He did not identity'
that suspect.
Militants driving two vehicles packed With explosives
tried to enter the Abqaiq oil
processing facility in eastem Saudi Arabia on Feb. 24.
Guards opened fire on the
vehicles and lliey exploded,
killing the two suicide attackers and two guards.

Police threaten
Mexican migrants
TULTHTAN, Mexico (Ai'i
— Considered felons by the
government, these migrants
fear detention, rape and robbery. Police and soldiers hunt
them down at railroads, bus
stations and fleabag hotels.
Sometimes they are deported; more often officers simply
take their money.
While migrants in the
United States have held huge
demonstrations in recent
weeks, the hundreds of thousands of undocumented
Central Americans in Mexico
suffer mostly in silence.
And though Mexico
demands humane treatment
lor its citizens who migrate to
the United States, regardless
of their legal status, Mexico
provides few protections for
migrants on its own soil.
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Super Jeds I: 2S31 S. Reynolds Rd.
Toledo, OH 43614

Super Jeds II: 35 E. Alexis Rd.
Toledo, 0H 43C12

The Enclave II Apartments

Apply al either Super Jed's Locations

Pick your special!
Sign today and receive

DUPLEXES AVAILABLE

2 GB IPOD Nano & $100 Visa Gift Card

ALL DUPLEXES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES

or

$300 Visa Card

712 Second. #A - 2BR duplex. Limit 2 people.
Limit 2 cars. $670.00 per month plus utilities,
deposit $670.00 Lease August 17, 2006 to
August 4, 2007

or

$25 off your monthly installment
restrictions apply

327 E. Evers. #A and #B - Duplex. 2BR each unit.
Limit 3 people . Limit 3 cars $690.00 per month
plus utilities. Lease May 13, 2006 to May 5, 2007.

Office Hours:

Some of our FREE Amenities:

Mon-Fri:
8:30am-7pm
Sat: 10am-4pm
Sun: 12pm-4pm

Tanning, Private Shuttle, Computer Labs
,
lnternet in ever bedroom
y
'
Washer and dryer in every apt.,
Sand Volleyball & Basketball Courts

232 Lehman - 3 BR duplex. Limit 3 people. Limit
3 cars. $620.00 per month plus utilities, deposit
$620.00. Lease August 17, 2006 to August 4,
2007.

House For Rent
614 Fourth St. - 3 BR. $840.00 per month,
deposit $840.00, Limit 3 people. Lease May 13,
2006 to May 5, 2007.
806 Scott Hamilton - 3BR, study room, 2 baths.
Has washer and dryer. Limit 3 people. $1,200.00.
Lease May 13, 2006 to May 5, 2007.

877-819-6802
www.collegeparkweb.com Office at 706 Napoleon Rd. Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
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Defendant mocks testimony
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U.S. businessman
pleads guilty to
bribing for Iraq
contracts
WASHINGTON
(API
— With millions of dollars in
Iraqi reconstruction contracts
to IK- had, Philip H. Bloom
oflered up money, cars, premium airline seats, jewelry,
alcohol, even sexual favors
from women at his villa in
Baghdad.
for a while, the kickhack
scheme worked. Bloom, a U.S.
businessman who saw opportunity in Iraq, paid more than
$2 million in bribes to U.S.
officials who directed more
than $8.6 million in contracts
to companies he controlled.
After the inspector general
for reconstruction projects
began auditing contracts, the
system crumbled
Bloom is facing up to 40
years in prison and nearly
S8 million in penalties after
pleading guilty to conspiracy,
bribery and money laundering, according to court documents made public yesterday.

St. Louis man
shoots up workplace after killing
wife
ST. LOUIS (AP) — A man
killed his estranged wife yesterday, then wenl to the catering company where he once
worked and fatally shot two
women and himself, police
said.
Two other women were also
shot at I-'inningcr's Catering
Service and were taken lo a
hospital, police said. Their
conditions were not immediately known.
An employee said the gunman entered through the
back door with a coat draped
over his arm, apparently to
hide the handgun.
Both women were shot in
a garage area, police said. The
shooter killed himself in the
parking lot.

W

Psychologist testifies,
makes diagnosis
during Sept. 11 trial

from Amadors statements, and
are expected to testify' later this
week in rebuttal.
Moussaoui mocked the testimony about his alleged schizophrenia. He said "beautiful terrorist mind" as he was led from
court during a recess, referring
lo the movie "A Beautiful Mind,''
about a mathematician with

By Matthew Barakat
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Al JiXANDRIA, Va. — A defense
psychologist said yeslerday he
concluded Zacarias Moussaoui is
a paranoid schizophrenic based
on observations of the actions
and writings of the terrorist conspirator, a man described earlier
as convinced President Bush will
set him free.
Psychologist Xavier Amador
said the clincher in his diagnosis was an April 2005 encounter with Moussaoui in which
the defendant in the nation's
only Sept. 11, 2001, prosecution repeatedly spit water on
him, and appeared to be talking to himself.
Amador said the visit lasted for about an hour, and
Moussaoui spent much of the
time telling Amador to go away.
Amador observed Moussaoui
talking to himself in a man-

lu lu. -.,■-.

Oana Vertowertn aPP":to
TAKING THE STAND: This artist's rendering shows U.S. Attorney David
Novak, right, questioning psychologist Dr. Xavier Amador. left.
ner that did not appear to l>e
prayer, the witness said.
When Amador refused to go
away, he said, Moussaoui spit
water at him more than a dozen
limes, then resigned himself to
Amadors presence.
Moussaoui then complained
that guards used excessive force
in takinghim from his Alexandria
jail cell to a deposition at the

Amador based his diagnosis, revealed during testimony
Monday, largely on conclusions
of other mental-health professionals and an analysis of
Moussaoui's actions and writings over years. These included
the numerous rambling and
often insulting legal motions
that Moussaoui filed during the
IB months when he represented himself.

federal courthouse And he told
Amador that Bush would release
him from prison.
Amador testified
that

he had become convinced
Moussaoui was suffering from
a delusional thought disorder
before the incident Inn this
reinforced his belief,
Government experts have

leached conclusions that diverge

tan, i.H.itjj.n,

By Robert Burns
1H( ASSOCIATED PRESS

WASHINGTON — Vowing not
to bow to calls for his ouster from
several retired generals. Defense
Secretary Donald II. Rumsfeld
said yeslerday their grievances are
a natural fallout from his push for
dramatic changes in the military.
I le also discounted any suggestion that the generals' complaints
reflect widespread dissent in the
officer corps,
At a Pentagon news conference, Hunisfeld said it's not surprising that his decisions have
roused some discord.
"When you make a decision,
you make a choice, somebody is
not going to like it." he said. "It's
perfectly possible to come into
this department and preside

and not make choices, in which that the calls from other retired
case people are not unhappy, generals foi Hunisfeld to resign
until about live years later when came up only briefly.
"We didn't waste the secrethey find you haven't done anytary)! time with that,"
thing and the country
isn't prepared."
he said, adding thai he
puts little stock in the
Liter Rumsfeld and
criticisms because the)
Gen. Peter Race, chairman of tile loint Chiefs
come mostly from twoof Staff, met to discuss
star generals who were
noi senior enough in
the war on leninism
wiUi about a dozen
rank to work directly
retired military officers
for Rumsfeld
Of the six retired genwho are regular ComDONALD
erals who have called
mentators on IV netRUMSFELD
lor Rumsfeld lo Quit
work news shows,
DEFENSE
Retired Afr Force
foui uere two-stars,one
SECRETARY
was a lluee-star and one
l.t.
Gen.
Thomas
—Anthony /inni — was
Mclnemey. who is a
a four-star who had
lux News commentator, said in an interview afterward retired before the Hush adminis-

w
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LOST FLUTE! Last seen on Thursday. March 2. 2006 (right belore
spring break1) at the SUNDIAL at
the table next to Shadows1 It found,
please contact Michael Lui at 419
490 6862 or luih@bgsu edu Re
ward Provided1 ISentimental Value'!

Services Offered
ACO ROOFING & SIDING
NEW ROOFS ADDITIONS SIDING
FBEE Storage Shed w NEW ROOF
Licensed Insured I419| 870 6154

u
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8 Hours per week of Community service
required for Spring Semester

352-9638
Having a party'
Call D'Benedetto 'Si
Sub trays, party subs pasta salads
Iresh baKed cookies

|419| 352-4663
Call 10 have menu faxed'

Wanted
GRADUATION TICKETS NEEDED
FOR 4:30 CEREMONY
WILLING TO PAY1
Call Aaron. 614-581-1775
WANTED ■ 2 Graduation Tickels lor

1pm Ceremony
Call (419) 669-3654 alter 6pm

Cu

'Z&tt tltt
Sign a 12 or 9 month lease with Winthrop Terrace
or Summit Terrace apartments
by May 1 and have a chance to win a

Ar Ar Ar Ar Ar Ar Ar Ar Ar Ar Ar Ar Ar Ar Ar
I—
<J

*-\

Modest Financial Seed
Commitment to Community Service

CAMPUS POLLYEYES
AIIYou-Can-Eat Soup. Salad and
Breadslicks $5 25 M-F 11 2

Winthrop & Summit Terrace Apts.
Office: 400 E. Napoleon Rd.
Hours: M-F 9:00-5:00, Sat 10-2. Sun 12-3
Phone: (4191-352-9135

<J

♦ Acailmic Success

Personals

Prizes are per apartment. All roommates must sign a lease by May 7.
Lease must run thru April 30, 2007. Drawing will be May 2.

u

Prerequisite:

> I nalutr All kft<

Come by and see what we have to offer:
Two pools • Private shuttle to campus
Heat, water, and high speed internet included

Starting at
$460/ month
plus Utilities

University Bookstore Undergraduate
Community Engagement Scholarships
For the 2006-2007 Academic Year

protecting die American people and seeing if we are doing
everything humanly possible to
see thai we do the things that
will make them safe."

M IJU

'I

$1000, $750, $500 or $250 Visa Gift Card!

• 1 Full Bath • Air Conditioning
•Microwaves • Dishwasher
• Garbage Disposal
• Unfurnished • Laundry On-Site
• Plenty of Parking!
• Furnished Available

Twenty-One
4,000 Scholarships
Available NOW!

ever) morning and worry aboui

MWVCI

->

1 Bedroom Apartments

GREENBRIAR, INC.
445 East Wooster St. • 352-0717
wHw.grecnbriarrentals.com

tration took office,
In the news conference,
Rumsfeld cited several examples
of tough choices he has made
thai have angered some inside
the IVnlagon. He mentioned a
reorganization of the Army'scombai units thai has been underway
since the Iraq war began.
"By golly, one ought not to be
surprised that there are people
who are uncomfortable about
il and complaining about it."
he said. "It's also true that I have
,i sense ol urgency. I get up

.HI

Lost/Found

defense expert

Rumsfeld defends choices, refuses to resign
Retired generals make
complaints about the
U.S. Defense Secretary'

.,aiiM

ll'pjllv p*l .T. 11

•ONLY 2 blocks from campus

♦

■
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I le once said in court he didn't
want to end up in a dungeon like
' Hie Silence of the lambs."
While prosecutors' experts
have been able to examine
Moussaoui, he refused to cooperate with Amador or any other

321 South Mercer Road

♦
♦

II« HI;
Ailxniwincnti Irul Ji<*nti

schizophrenia

Brand New for Fall '06

<-*v

Classified Ads
372-6977
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To Apply:
http://bookston.bgfu.edu and click on the
'Undergraduate Engagement Scholarships " link

■—

Or call 419/372-2851 for complete details!
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''Delta (} m it in tt Cjfotmal 2006
Molly Minor & Matt Maurar
Kat Peters S Jordan Coblas
Angie Yound & Corey Cercone
Lauren Starpoli S Sean Ritzman
Erin Wells & Patrik Petty
Marissa Ryan & Evan Roberts
Shani Herskovic & Kevin Riggleman
Brittney Pecoraro & Andi Kapustik
Emily Sargent & Date
Jodi Advey & Date
Susan Beardslee 8 Date
Malory Paulus & Jason Kline
Rachel Zaramba & Eric Soto
Lori Updegratt & Kieth Green
Brooke Paul & Brad Green
Chelsea Obrock & Gregory Heban
Sarah Jean Won & Daniel Kim
Kristen Gaurnien & Adam Snyder
Leah Vittardi & Date
Amanda McGraw S Alex Ballenger
Megan Horinek & Scott McAfee
Jessica Bursic & Date
Emily Reid & Jordan Barnes
Kacee Karyer S Date
Emily Urban & Date
Theresa Lungholer & Thomas Fritz
Nicole Schlagheck & Jake Kraus

AV

Terri Mazzola S Special Guest
Erin Schuller 8 Mark Lindsey
Emily Kalbfleisch & Date
Kelly Weaver S Brad Wilk
Molly Meyer S Luke Mcomber
Vicki Fariello S Trent Tice
Samantha Thomas & Date
Jaquelyn Nuzzi & Date
Liz Kolbe & Date
Janna Ramsey & Andrew Mcginn
Kathryn Dugan & Nicholas Davis
Brandy Churney & Ricky Kujnan
Whitney Brown & Date
Lindsay Long & Chris Dunlap
Amy Lulz & Date
Olivia Schnitkey & Jason Selgo
Shannon Shoemaker & Billy Ocheske
Alysha Heinton & Date
Michelle Mormille & Nick Bloom
Ashley Lumm & Date
Callie Canter & Jordan Young
Katie Bigalia & Todd Miko
Kate Schantz & Rob Cambruzzi
Leslie Johnson & Blake Neil
Melissa Mikita & Nick Porter
Sandi Borgione & Date
Stephanie Perkins & Greg Reitz
Sara Mcgrath & Date
Krystal Nables & Date
Megan Mcpherson & John Defoiree

c4
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DEADLINE APRIL 21. 2006
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12 Wednesday, April 19.2006

The Daily Crossword Fix

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

For Rent

Cleaning & misc help needed
starling 5/06 (or 2 weeks'
(419)3530325

Looking tor dependable, female college student 2 days/evenings per
week to help w/my children. Pre).
W/F. some flexibility, starting immediatelyl Call |419I 874 8238

424 E Wooster Lg. 3 bdrm. Available August 2006 $900 all utilities in
eluded Call 419-934-6156 or 419619-3833.

'BARTENDING! up lo $300/day No
exp. necessary. Training provided
Call 800-965-6520 exl. 174.
400 counsetors'inslructors needed!
Coed summer camp in Poconos. PA
Call 800-488-4321wwwlohikan.com
All-Girl Rock Band looking lor
GUITAR/BASS/KEY players. Call
Heather (937)231-0868 leave msg/#
Graphic Designer
Build your portfolio gam experience
and get paid doing it Continuing &
Extended Education is offering a
graphic design student position, beginning Summer 2006 Work in a
team environment designing brochures, catalogs, flyers, ads, etc.
while advancing your skills in Adobe
InDesign. Pholoshop and Illustrator
Prior experience preferred. Portfolio
required. 12-15 hours per week,
$7.00'hr. To apply, submit your resume no later than Friday. April 21
to: Susan Panning. CEE. 14
College
Park or electronically lo
ranninqfSboaLfiflil
Looking for someone to care for my
3 & 6 yr old daughters for summer T. TH & F Call (419) 872-9762
Global Health and Wellness needs
distributors help market/share about
weight management program. Call
for into 419-409-0090.
HELP WANTED! NOW AND DURING SUMMER VACATION
Our company is seeking employees
to preform unskilled light production
work. We offer flexible hours- will
work around your schedule- available shifts 7:30am- 830am; 8:30am
11:30am: 12:00 noon- 2.30 pm; 2:30
pm- 5:00pm; 5:30pm- 8:30pm. Many
BGSU sludenis work here. Easy
walk from campus. Pay is $6.00 per
hour providing you work a minimum
ol 15 hours per week. Work a minimum of 15 hours per week or over
40 hours with overtime. Pick- up an
application at out office Advanced
Specialty Producls. Inc . 428 Clough
St. Bowling Green. OH 43402.
INDIVIDUALS NEEDED FOR RESEARCH STUDIES The Pfizer Re
search Clinic in Ann Arbor is seeking healthy men and women, ages
18 to 55. for participation in upcoming drug research sludies. Study
participation requires a stay of 10 lo
20 days in Ihe Research Clinic Individuals will be paid for participating
in stuay activity. Payment for study
participation ranges from $1800$2500. You must not take dally
prescription medications or have
any chronic Illness. You must be
a non-smoker or light smoker to
be eligible. A pre-screening process is required For more information, call the Research Recruiters at
1-800-567-8804
Pfizer Research
Clinic, 2800 Plymouth Rd.. Ann Arbor, Ml 48105

1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

From Only $480!
On selected floor plans
•
•
•
•
■

1000 ENVELOPES - $5000
Receive $5 tor every envelope slutted with our sales materials. Guaranteed! Free Information: 24 hours
recording 1-800-796-6567

Jay-Mar
2 bedroom apartments
Great location w university shuttle
pick-up. Central air/dishwasher
Laundry on site.
Highland Management
419-354-6036

Part Time Counter Person
Apply at Long's Cleaners
1204 W Wooster (419) 354-4494
Part Time Delivery Driver
Apply at Long's Cleaners
1204 W Wooster (419)354-4494

832 3rd St Close to BGSU Newly
painted, 3 BR. 1 bath, privacy
fenced in back yard. $870/mo. ♦ dep
You pay util Call Phil 419-3922812.

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
College Pro is now hiring painters to
work outdoors wilh other students.
Earn $3000 - $5000. Advancement
opportunities. 1 -888-277-9787.
www.collegepro com
^^

Apartments & Houses
May S August
www.fiterentals.com
419-353-8206 for appointment

SUMMER JOB OPPORTUNITIES
YMCA CAMP WILSON
Co-ed residential YMCA Christian
camp in Ohio is seeking lifeguards,
mountain boarders, and teen adventure staff For an application visit
www.vmcawilson.org or give us a
call at 1-800-423-0427.

Liberty Street
1 bedroom apartments.
Quiet area. New kitchen. Bath
Highland Management
419-354-6036
Brand new apt in walking distance
from campus. 1 bdrm. Ig living room,
no pets, off street parking. $450/mo
Available now. 419-654-5716

Summer Work
$15.25 Base- Appt
FT/PT with flex, sched., customer
sales'svc. No soliciting or canvassing, all ages 17 and Older, sholarships awarded, conditions exist.
Apply no. start after finals
419-861-3855 or
Online www.worfctoratudejit&jgm

Call now and ask about our specials
1 and 2 bedroom apts available in
serene park-like setting. Includes
dishwasher, heat, water and trash.
Bowling Green Village 352-6335
Available May 15,2006
1 bedroom:
117 S. Prospect (upper apt) $595
128 1/2 S Summit (house) $550
219 Ordway Ave (upper apt) $450
2 bedrooms:
134 University Ln (townhouse) $650
521 Pike St »A (townhouse) $650
3 bedrooms:
248 Troup Ave (house) $825
Call tor a complete listing
419-353-APTS(2787)
KtK Properties

Zia's at the Dock is now hiring tor
servers, bussers. and hosts Were
looking for people who have an eye
for detail and quality. Apply in person daily after 2 pm. 20 Main street

For Sale
3 Graduation Tickets tor sale tor the
4:30 ceremony Price negotiable Call
Wes Sellers at 419-706-2786.
'91 Blue Corvette Coupe. Auto, All
Pwr. Blk Leather. 77.000 miles.
Stored Winter. $7,900 OBO
(419) 308-0079
Couch w/pullout bed.
good condition. $50 OBO
(937) 974-2023

1
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■1 ■

Close to campus. $490 mo plus all
Util. Small pets OK w/dep. Available
immed, MayorAug 419-409-1110
Male has furnished room to rent with
freedom of house to clean, neat &
honest student. $200 deposit. $250
rent, No other bills, (419) 354-6117

Need an extra $36,000.00 a year?
Vending Business lor sale.
Sell $5000. 800-568-7346
or vendingfriends.com

For Rent
3BR Hse.. 1-1/2 Blocks from S Central Campus. Nice n'bhood.. Ig.
ktchn.. LR, utility. $870. 352-7090
HOUSE. 4 bedrm.. $900 t utilities
Pets neg. Available 6/1/06.
802 Napoleon Rd 419-352-5026.
Houses & Apartments
12 month leases only
S. Smith Contracting, LLC
419-352-8917 ■ 532 Manville Ave
OtliceOpen 10-2M-F
www.bgaDartmen1s.com

Copper Beech
Sublease 1 bdrm. no sec. dep.
internet, cable, appliances incl.
$575/month avail May-Aug
440-749-1165
^
NOW LEASING 06 07
800 3rd St.
1 S 2 Bedroom Apartments
Parking and Laundry Facilities
Gas, Water & Sewer paid
616 2nd St.
3 Bedroom House
133-1/2 N. Church St.
2 Bedroom Upper Duplex
Downtown, Newly Remodeled
(419)354-9740
Seeking 1 additional female roommate. 3 bdrm, 1.5 bath, house on S.
Summit, Irom 8/15/06-6715/07. Rent
is $350/month * utilities. Call Kristi
lor details at 419-494-6911

Attention Students
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4 9-dtgit ID
5 Milanese eight
6 Tweed type

7 French fnend
8 Agt.
9 Liberal or fine follower

i

■«'

"

44
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ACROSS
1 Industrial pollutants: abbr.
5 "Buttertield 8" author
10 Speedy

14 Gools
15 More docile
16 Debate side

17 Way to go back and forth
Amusement
Negative link
"_ Dallas"
"Martha" or "Norma"
Uganda's Amin
"Skittle Players" painter
Religious custom
River through Grenoble
Air-leak sound

45
48
50
51
54
55
56
58
60
61

10 Gem surface
11 Low joints
12 Inscribed stone markers
13 Mythological giants
18 O.J. trial letters
19 PartofTGIF
24 "Still Me" writer
26 Disturbed mental
states

-FREE HEA1
■ •*'"( ,»I'>RE

N

VARSITY SQUARE
apartments

>>
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lnlirn.hi|>i A\.iil.ir>li-' (her $6,570 in Siholjrships Awarded '
uble Work Experience' Enrikin IDCODM ' Enjoyable wmi Atneepheie'
ble sh.diil.-s • Improve Your People Skill*' lacfttK Vnur HoMinx Value*
Flexible Start 1>.I.'-

1

Company Expansion in Progress
l>ueiojii lacreeaein Produti UnctOurGrarkejCompea*

Needs Mciuiid Women lo Fill ImmedutcOpening m:
Vt up and I >i*p)iy, c iustomer Service, Sale*, and Management

1

HMllgforAI Department* Immediately ' No Previou* F.xperienie or Degree
Required ' Full Company Training * Immediate Flaming* and Bonuses '
S400-SI 287/Wcek lo Start ' GUI immediately for Interview

419-353-7715 til

419-776-4012 »r 800-809-9006

Management Inc.
www.meccqbg.com
KEEP WATCHING FOR SPECIALS
LOG ON TODAY TO:
• View our 2006/2007 availability
• View pictures, map or locations,
paperwork and other info to make
your search easier.

• www.meccabg.com
NOW RENTING FOR 2006-2007
Stop by office for listing!

1045 N Main Suite 7B
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

419.353 5800
info@meccabg com

44 Set nght

45 Unsullied
46 Valerie or Tess
47 Unpigmented
49 Formal agreement

52
53
55
57
59
62

Legal wrongs
Sp. lady
Miles/hour connector
Metal waste
Contends
Mom-&-pop store
grp.
63 Black goo
64 Animation frame

30 Map dot
31 Three on a par five
34 CD-_
36 Livy'S 401

37 Four-bagger
39 Action word
Half a dance?
Banal
Model Macpherson
Stoppages
"Cheers" setting
Snooped
Bowers
Night before
Long-snouted fish
Way to go up and down
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65 Bivouac shelter
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66 Lessen
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68 God of love
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33 Taxi devices
35 Aquarium bottom-feeder
38 Way to go in and out
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42 Arab leader: var.
43 Flexible
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1432 E. •VooiUr, BG

(419) 352-4663
delivery available
Hours: Ham - 9pm Monday- Saturday
Delivery 11 am-9pm Monday - Saturday

PASTA & SUBS

For Rent

For Rent

For Rent

MARTEN RENTALS 352-3445
WHAT ARE YOU LOOKING FOR?
Furn. or unturn., 9 mo.. 12 mo., or
summer lease, undergrad or grad .
May or Aug. start. 1 bdrm. or 2.
CAN WE HELP YOU? 352-3445

Female Subleaser needed for summer ol 06 at College Park Community Enclave. Rent normally 326 now
only 250 plus utilities. For further delails call Morgan 419-512-4853.

3525239

""Houses Avail 06-07 Next to BGSU
5-6 bdrm 321 E Merry «C
3 bdrm 315 & 309 1/2 E Merry
2bdrm211 E Reed down
fipls.1 S 2 bdrm 316 & 311 E. Merry
• More see Cartyrentals.com of
call 419-353-0325 9am-9pm Also
Summer &lst session leases avail.

1 BR APT across from Campus
Av 5/15. 1 yr lease, $300/mo. plus
utilities, (419) 787-7577

Summer Subleaser Needed
725 9th Street. $385/mo 1 br apt.
Pels Allowed 419-575-2157.

Female Summer Subleaser Needed
Copper Beech Townhomes
$300/mo. ♦ Electric. I-Nel ♦ Cable
Included in Rent, Call Kelly for De
tails (614) 216-7087

The Highlands
1 bedroom apartments.
Newly Remodeled. Quiet Area
Laundry on site.
Highland Management.
419-354-6036

2 bedroom house. 131 Crim.
W/D. Non-smoking, quiet area
S700'mo * utilities. 419-353-3855.

Subleaser Wanted tor May 2006August 2006. Free swimming pool,
workout center, and tanning. Free
utilities and cable. All you pay is
rent- $326 Contact Wes Sellers at
419-706-2786.

3 BR House across from Campus
A/C, DW. W'D, Garb. Disp , Av. 5/15
1 yr lease. $850/mo, (419) 7877577

Subleaser Needed -1 person
University Village, May-Aug.. $300
+
Cable & Electric. (440) 263-5218

The Homestead
1 & 2 bedroom loft apartments.
Newly remodeled.
Close to downtown. Laundry on site.
with extra storage.
Highland Management
419-354 6036

Retired teacher and professor will
share house with graduate student
or other professor. 5 bdrm, 2 wood
burning fireplaces, wooded lot.
$255 mo. includes all utilities. Call
after 7 and leave message.
(419)352-5523.
3 Bedroom House at
718 3rd Street
Call 308-2457
3 bdrm. 1 bath, close to campus,
pets ok. $800/mo utilities
419-352-6948.

1, 2 8 3 BR Apartments by
Water Tower on Manville

709 5th Street \
APARTMENTS

Summer Work Available
Permanent Full-Time Po«tion> .is Well.

40 Bind
41 Lets go of

27 Household press

ACROSS

20
21
22
23
25
28
29
30
32

DOWN
2 Roulette employee
3 Dark-haired woman

.

P
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1 Carry out
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GREAT JOB
OPPORTUNITIES!

Musi be 18 or Older

'3

"

A

'

Large 3 bedroom. C/A 125 Crim.
12 mo. tease, available in August.
$1000/mo. » util. (734)-789-8477.

PLAY SPORTS! HAVE FUN1 SAVE
MONEY! Maine camp needs tun
loving counselors to teach all activities. Great summer! Call 888-8448080. apply: campcedar com

Ground floor ranch
Privale entrance
Patio
Spacious kitchen
Pets welcome!

□ "..

418 S. Summit Street
2 bedrooms Great Location
one comes w/ garage
washer & dryer/dishwasher
Highland Management
419-354-6036

Ip**^

brought to you by

Winthrop Terrace Apartments.
1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments.
419-352-9135.

Quiet, Park-Like Selling
Don't know where you're living nnt year ?

Home City Ice
Route Delivery & Packaging
Positions Available
$7.00 $12.00+Par Hour

2 Bdrm., 2 Full Bath, C/A
Shuttle stop across the street
SSOO/month Full Year Lease

Part-Time, Year Round
Full Time in the summer
www.homecitvice.com
Lock in your summer job now!
1-800-899-8070

For Rental Information:
Contact Jack at
1-800-829-8638
or Steve at
V
(419)352-1150
Jf

BUCKEYE
SELF - STORAGE
2 New Buildings

I Gift IVrtificato A.iilabtlr ■! www.cannlkf.ct

•Near Campus
•Low Rates
•Open 24 Hours
•Summer Leases
•Clean
•Many Sizes
Don't Make Extra Work
Leave Your "Things"!

Call Today to
Reserve Unit:

352-1520

I rjedroofn & Studio ApdrUnmts nxrw aviilablt?
tararwfam
6-9-IZHmd.
SW-U5
tosMhi*
(witaii wibatiewt to mfn)

419-352-7691

{Y •' > m/Xle {Y "U rna.i

«Ar /¥ 4^--4'4
<)<>(> iNn:KSi An itKivt-"
l-.\it 159 Comer »n-~5 and Ht 224

AM. STADIUM SKATING

l-»rl> room available for hlnhday
|.
or -.nullI group*
< .ill for Information
2 Day Advance Ticket Sales
SCARY MOVIE 4IPG-IJI I 15145315350
5155:55 7:158:009:151000
FAILURE 10 UUMCHire-11] 1 30 4:15 7:00 9 40

NEWIWE
Rentals

1 BcdroQin/Mav Rentals

241 S. Church St. #A
$580 Plus all Utilities

121 E. Court »A

THE WILD |G)
1:003:005:00 7:009:00
PHAT GIRIZIPS-H11 00 3 15 5:30 7 4510:00

#A- S525 & «B S575

TAKE THE LEAD IPO-HI 1 30 4:15 7:009:40
• THEBENCHWARMERSIK-11I 1:103:20

801 Fifth »8

5:30 74C 9:50
ICE AGE: THE MELTDOWN {PCI

Summer
Storage!

* ivyiod*

3D5 3:355 10 540 7 15 7:45 9 20950
1'ISIOE MAN mi
1004:007 00945
LARRY THE CABLE GUY: HEALTH
INSPECTOR (PS-13) 1 20 3 30 5 40 7 45 9 50
SHE'S THE MAN (PC-131 I 45 4:30 7 00 9 30

rOli//nu (/

S425 Plus Electic and Gas

I 00 I 30

423-2861

w»\i»AvnniisMVAn.si.\n..Aii.siio»sai5<>
IWim-M'MIAI III "-'IV Ali SHOWS M.50

GLORY ROAD |PG|
4:00 7009:15
THE PINK PANTHER (P0|
510 710 9:10
FINAL DESTINATION 3(RI
5:20 7:209:20
WHEN A STRANGER CALLS IPIS-1II
5:30
7309:30
FREEDOMLANDIRI
4:15 7:009:20
KING KONG 1PO-111
4:300:00

S0.< Fifth "1
$450 Plus Electric and Gas

30') Hisjh t»t.2.S
$515 Plus Hactric & $30 Gas Fw

131 E. Merry
$,575 Plus all Ulililio.

V ■ . It, ..rj/.
.i.i:S Main Si
II"'-.<-.
ii'li li.flr .

